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HIGHER KAZHDAN PROPERTY AND UNITARY

COHOMOLOGY OF ARITHMETIC GROUPS

URI BADER AND ROMAN SAUER

Abstract. Notions of higher Kazhdan property can be defined in terms of
vanishing of unitary group cohomology in higher degrees. Garland’s theorem
for simple groups over non-archimedean fields provides the first examples of a
higher Kazhdan property. We prove a version of Garland’s theorem for simple
Lie groups and their lattices. We generalize theorems of Borel and Borel-Yang
about the invariance of the cohomology of lattices in semisimple Lie groups
and adelic groups by improving the stability range and allowing for arbitrary
unitary representations as coefficients. A novelty of our approach is the use of
methods from geometric group theory and – in the rank 1 case – from (global)
representation theory pertaining to the spectral gap property

1. Introduction

In 1967 Kazhdan introduced a property of groups, known as Kazhdan property
or property T, which is defined in terms of unitary representations. This property
found intriguing and surprising applications in various branches of mathematics
(ergodic theory, geometric group theory, algebraic groups, computer science).

A theorem of Delorme-Guichardet characterizes property T in terms of the first
group cohomology with unitary coefficients. Equivalent criteria for property T are
the vanishing of the first cohomology for all unitary representations, the vanishing
of the first cohomology for all unitary representation not containing the trivial one
and the first cohomology always being Hausdorff.

The theorem of Delorme-Guichardet suggests notions of higher property T by
considering higher-degree group cohomology. The analogs of the equivalent criteria
in degree 1 turn out to be not equivalent in higher degrees. A definition of higher
property T, which differs from the one below and generalizes the Hausdorff crite-
rion, was given by Bader-Nowak [5]. The definition by Chiffre-Glebsky-Lubotzky-
Thom[22, Definition 4.1] corresponds to property [Tn] defined next.

Definition 1.1. A locally compact second countable group G has property [Tn] if
its continuous cohomology Hj

c (G, V ) vanishes for every unitary G-representation V
and every 1 ≤ j ≤ n. It has property (Tn) if the same is true provided that V has
no nontrivial G-invariant vectors.

Property (T1) is equivalent to property [T1], and both properties are equivalent
to Kazhdan’s property T (Lemma 3.2). On the other hand, for every n ≥ 2, there
are groups satisfying property (Tn) but not property [Tn] (e.g the group Sp2n+2(Z),
as follows from Theorem B below). Higher property T recently gained interest due
to its connection to higher-dimensional expanders and group stability. For example,
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a finitely presented group with property [T2] is Frobenius stable [22, Theorem 1.2].
More applications of (T2) instead of [T2] to Frobenius stability can be found in [3].

The first result about higher property T is by Garland [35]. We state the case
of SLn.

Theorem 1.2 (Garland). The group SLn(Qp) and any of its lattices have prop-
erty [Tn−2].

The primary objective of this paper is to generalize Garland’s result to the case
of real simple Lie groups.

Theorem A. The group SLn(R) and any of its lattices have property (Tn−2).
More generally, if G is a connected almost simple Lie group of real rank d with
finite center, then G and any of its lattices have property (Td−1).

For an irreducible unitary SLn(R)-representation V the continuous cohomol-
ogy of SLn(R) is well understood and satisfies a vanishing-below-the-rank phenom-
enon, most notably by the work of Zuckerman [73], Borel-Wallach [15], Vogan-
Zuckerman [69] and Casselman [18], which we survey in §5.1. In §3.2 we develop
tools to pass from irreducible unitary to arbitrary unitary representations. This
allows us to prove Theorem A for the Lie group G. It is possible to re-prove Gar-
land’s theorem along these lines. However, the passage to lattices in Theorem A is
much harder than in Garland’s result due to the existence of non-uniform lattices.
A major novelty of the present paper is to use tools from geometric group theory
to deal with the passage to non-uniform lattices.

Theorem A is a special case of a more general result about semisimple Lie groups:

Theorem B. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group G with a finite center.
Then G has property (Tr0(G)−1), where r0(G) is the invariant given in Appendix A.
Let Γ be an irreducible lattice in G. Then Γ has property (Tn), where n + 1 =
min{r0(G), rank(G)}. In particular, both G and Γ have property (Tm), where m+1
equals the minimal rank of a simple factor of G.

Remark 1.3. The assumption of having a finite center can be dropped in the pre-
vious statement. First one shows the vanishing for irreducible representations using
a spectral sequence argument, and then extends it to all unitary representations
using the methods in §3.2 (cf. the proof of Theorem 2.6 in [22]).

Unlike SLn(Qp), the group SLn(R) has non-trivial continuous cohomology for
the trivial representation below the rank, so Theorem A does not hold for property
[Tn−2]. It is well known that the continuous cohomology of the connected semisim-
ple Lie group G is isomorphic to the singular cohomology of the compact dual of the
symmetric space G/K where K < G is a maximal compact subgroup [15, Corol-
lary IX.5.6]. The compact dual for SLn(R) is SU(n)/ SO(n), and we obtain that
(see [52, Theorem III.6.7 on p. 149])

(1) H∗
c

(
SLn(R),C

)
∼=

{
Λ(e5, e9, . . . , e4m+1) if n = 2m+ 1;

Λ(e5, e9, . . . , e4m−3)⊗ R[e2m]/(e22m) if n = 2m.

The question of the invariance of the cohomology of SLn(Z), that is, the question
to what extent it comes from the continuous cohomology of SLn(R) was studied
by Borel in order to compute the rational algebraic K-theory of number fields. He
proved the following result [13], which we state only for SLn.
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Theorem 1.4 (Borel). The restriction map

Hi
c

(
SLn(R),C

)
→ Hi

(
SLn(Z),C

)

is an isomorphism for 0 ≤ i < (n− 1)/4.

Our next result improves Borel’s stability range and allows for arbitrary unitary
coefficients.

Theorem C. Let Γ be an irreducible lattice in a connected semisimple Lie group G
with a finite center and without compact factors. Let V be a unitary G-representation.
Then the restriction map

Hi
c(G, V )→ Hi(Γ, V )

is an isomorphism for every 0 ≤ i < rankG.

For the trivial representation and congruence lattices, Li-Sun provide a similar
improvement of Borel’s stability range [49, Theorem 1.8]. We were informed that
the result of Li-Sun also follows from the methods in Grobner’s paper [37]. Both Li-
Sun’s and Grobner’s papers rely heavily on the work of Franke [34]. Our approach
instead relies on geometric group theory and, in the case that G is a product of
groups of rank 1, on Clozel’s results on property τ .

The next theorem makes a statement about the invariance of the cohomology
of a lattice with coefficients that are a priori not unitary representations of the
ambient Lie group.

Theorem D. Let Γ be an irreducible lattice in a connected semisimple Lie group G
with a finite center and without compact factors. Assume G has property T. Let
V be a unitary Γ-representation. Then there is unitary subrepresentation V0 ⊂ V
on which the Γ-representation extends to a unitary G-representation such that for
every j < rank(G), Hj(Γ, V ⊥

0 ) = 0 and the maps

Hj
c (G, V0)→ Hj(Γ, V0)→ Hj(Γ, V )

are isomorphisms. Here the first map comes from the restriction from G to Γ, and
the second map comes from the inclusion of V0 in V .

The subspace V0 consists precisely of the G-continuous vectors as in Defini-
tion 5.11.

Conjecture 1.5. The property T assumption in Theorem D could be replaced
with the assumption rank(G) ≥ 2.

Our next theorems are motivated by the following result of Borel-Yang [16] that
was the key to their solution of the rank conjecture in algebraic K-theory. In the
setting of bounded cohomology, similar results were proved by Monod [53].

Theorem 1.6 (Borel-Yang). The restriction map

H∗
c

(
SLn(R),C

)
→ H∗

(
SLn(Q),C

)

is an isomorphism in all degrees. More generally, if k is a number field and G is a
connected, simply connected, almost simple k-algebraic group, then the restriction
map

H∗
c

(
G(k ⊗ R),C

)
→ H∗

(
G(k),C

)

is an isomorphism in all degrees.
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Borel-Yang conjecture that the assumption that G is simply connected as an
algebraic group is not necessary [16, Remark 3.4]. We verify this conjecture in
Theorem 7.4. The paper by Borel-Yang is heavily based on the work of Blasius-
Franke-Grunewald [12], which itself relies on Franke’s work [34].

The crucial input in our generalization of Borel-Yang’s theorem (Theorem E
and Theorem F below) comes again from geometric group theory.

Theorem E. Let k be a number field and A(k) the ring of adeles of k. Let G be a
connected, simply connected, almost simple k-algebraic group and let V be a unitary
representation of the adelic group G(A(k)). Then the restriction map

res : H∗
c (G(A(k), V )→ H∗(G(k), V )

is an isomorphism in all degrees.

Theorem F. Let k be a number field and A(k) the ring of adeles of k. Let G be a
connected and simply connected almost simple k-algebraic group and Γ < G(k) an
associated arithmetic subgroup. Let V be a unitary representation of the Lie group
G(k ⊗ R) and consider the natural maps

H∗
c (G(k ⊗ R), V )→ H∗

c (G(A(k)), V )→ H∗(G(k), V )→ H∗(Γ, V ).

Then the first two maps are isomorphisms in all degrees and the last map, namely
H∗(G(k), V )→ H∗(Γ, V ), is an isomorphism in degrees lower than rankG(k⊗R).

In fact, the entire unitary cohomology theory of G(k) is determined by that of
G(A(k)), at least when the k-rank of G is at least 2, e.g for G = SLn for n ≥ 3.
Although G(k) is not of type I and a complete understanding of its unitary dual
is out of reach, Theorems E and G could be used to determine the cohomological
unitary dual of G(k) completely. See Corollary 7.10.

Theorem G. Let k be a number field and let G be a connected and simply con-
nected almost simple k-algebraic group, satisfying rankk G ≥ 2. Let V be a unitary
G(k)-representation. Then there exists a G(k)-subrepresentation V0 on which the
representation extends to G(A(k)) such that H∗(G(k), V ⊥

0 ) = 0. In particular, the
maps

H∗
c (G(A(k)), V0)→ H∗(G(k), V0)→ H∗(G(k), V )

are isomorphisms, where the first map comes from the restriction from G(A(k)) to
G(k) and the second map comes from the inclusion of V0 in V .

The assumption on the rank of G in Theorem G could be relaxed, see Theo-
rem 7.3 below. This provides some evidence for the following.

Conjecture 1.7. The assumption on the rank of G in Theorem G can be removed.

Both Conjecture 1.5 and Conjecture 1.7 follow from a certain conjecture regard-
ing spectral gap property of higher rank lattices on which we will not elaborate
here.

1.1. Structure of the paper. We start with §2 where we give our setting and
notation. In §3 we establish some general results regarding the properties (Tn) and
[Tn] given in Definition 1.1. The most important results of this section are Theo-
rem 3.7 and Theorem 3.16. The former could be seen as a generalization of Shalom’s
[63, Theorem 0.2], which proves a conjecture by Karpushev–Vershik, [43], while the
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latter is an application for semisimple groups. Theorem 3.7 allows us to extend van-
ishing results for the continuous cohomology of irreducible unitary representations
of semisimple Lie groups in §5 to arbitrary unitary representations. The methods
use finiteness properties of lattices and ultrapowers of unitary representations.

In §4 we discuss spectral gap properties of semisimple groups. The most im-
portant result of this section is Theorem 4.8, which is a generalization of Clozel’s
Theorem [23, Theorem 3.1] regarding property τ . This section is only needed
when we deal with semisimple groups whose simple factors do not have Kazhdan’s
property T. The spectral gap property ensures, when applying the results of §3.2,
that the ultrapower of a representation without invariant vectors has no invariant
vectors. If property T is not available, then we need Theorem 4.8.

In §5 we discuss the theory of cohomological representation of semisimple groups,
following Zuckerman [73], Borel-Wallach [15], Vogan-Zuckerman [69] and Cassel-
man[18], among others.

In §6 we discuss the polynomial cohomology of semisimple groups and their
lattices. We use in an essential way results of Leuzinger-Young [48] and Bestvina-
Eskin-Wortman [10] regarding filling functions of arithmetic lattices to show that
polynomial cohomology and ordinary cohomology coincide in low degrees (see §6.6).

There we address a major problem briefly mentioned in the introduction. If we
want to deduce a higher property T result from a semisimple Lie group G to a non-
uniform lattice of G, then the usual Shapiro isomorphism fails us since the induction
module is a space of locally square-integrable functions and not unitarizable. There
is no general induction scheme for non-uniform lattices and unitary coefficients
available. We are not quite able to prove a strict analog of the Shapiro isomorphism
for the polynomial cohomology of (non-uniform) lattices and unitary coefficents but
Theorems 6.23 and 6.26 are sufficiently strong to prove everything in our specific
situation that we would get from a full Shapiro isomorphism.

Finally, all the theorems stated in the introduction are proven in §7. We also
discuss some further results, among those a complete determination of the cohomo-
logical dual of the rational points of a semisimple algebraic group with property T.

1.2. Acknowledgment. We are grateful to Rami Aizenbud, Michael Cowling,
Alex Furman, Dima Gourevitch, Erez Lapid, Piotr Nowak, Andrei Rapinchuk, and
Marco Tadic for many conversations, advice, and reference pointers.

Special thanks go to Alex Lubotzky and Yehuda Shalom for lots of discussions
about the paper, encouragement and sharing their wisdom.

We are especially grateful to Marc Burger who suggested to try to reprove the
result of Borel-Yang [16] using our methods after hearing us giving a talk on The-
orem C above. His suggestion led us ultimately to proving Theorem E.

U.B acknowledges support by the ISF Moked grant 2919/19. R.S acknowledges
support by the projects 441426599 and 441848266 and 281869850 funded by the
DFG (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft). R.S. thanks the the Weizmann Institute
for the hospitality when part of this work was carried out.

2. Notation and setup

All fields considered in this paper will be assumed to be of characteristic zero.
We will denote by k a number field and by O its ring of integers. By a local field
we mean a non-discrete locally compact field. A local field which is not a priori an
extension of k will be typically denoted by F . By a place of k, typically denoted
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by s, we mean a compatible uniform structure on k such that the completion,
denoted ks, is a local field. The place s is called archimedean (or infinite) if ks
is archimedean. In this case is O is either discrete or dense in ks. Otherwise s is
said to be non-archimedean (or finite), and we denote by Os the closure of O in
ks, which is a compact subring. By the letter S we will typically denote a set of
places, not necessarily finite. We will denote by AS(k) the k-algebra of S-adeles,
that is the restricted product of all local fields ks, with respect to the a.e defined
compact subrings Os, running over all non-archimedean s ∈ S. We will endow this
k-algebra with the restricted product topology, which is locally compact. When S
is the full set of places of k, we get the algebra of k-adeles, A(k), and when S is
the subset of non-archimedean places we get the algebra of finite k-adeles, Af (k).
When S is the subset of archimedean places, we get the algebra of infinite k-adeles,
that is the product of the archimedean completions of k, which we identify with
k⊗R. In particular, we obtain the identification A(k) ∼= (k⊗R)×Af (k). Assuming
S contains all archimedean places of k, we denote by OS the subring of S-integers
of k, that is the preimage of

∏
s∈Sc Os under the natural map k → ASc(k), where

Sc is the completion of S. The image of the ring homomorphism OS → AS(k) is
cocompact. In particular, the images of O → k ⊗ R and k → A(k) are cocompact.

All algebraic groups considered here are affine, typically semisimple. They will be
considered as schemes, thus could be defined over arbitrary rings. We will typically
denote an algebraic group by G. If it is defined over a local field F , then G(F ) is
often considered as a topological group with respect to its F -topology. Similarly,
if G is defined over k, we regard the adelic group G(A(k)) as a topological group.
For a detailed account of the corresponding group topologies, we direct the reader
to [26]. In particular, by [26, Theorem 3.4(1)], G is defined over OS0 , for a certain
finite set S0 of places of k containing all archimedean ones, thus G(Os) is well
defined for every s /∈ S0, and the topology of G(A(k)) coincides with the restricted
product of the groups G(ks) with respect to the a.e defined compact subgroups
G(Os). A similar discussion applies to the groups G(AS(k)) when S is an arbitrary
set of places of k. If G is reductive then it is quasi-split, hence isotropic, over ks
for almost every place s of k [20, Ex. 5.5.3].

Assume G is a k-algebraic group. The locally compact group G(Af (k)) is totally
disconnected, hence it has a basis of identity neighborhoods consisting of compact
open subgroups. The intersection of such a compact open subgroup with G(k) is
called a congruence subgroup of G(k). A subgroup of G(k) that is commensurable
with a congruence subgroup is said to be an arithmetic subgroup associated with the
k-group G. More generally, given a set S consisting of places of k and including
all archimedean places, the intersection of G(k) with a compact open subgroup
of G(ASc(k)) is called an S-congruence subgroup of G(k) and a subgroup of G(k)
that is commensurable with an S-congruence subgroup is said to be an S-arithmetic
subgroup. Assume G is semisimple. Then the image of an S-arithmetic subgroup in
G(AS(k)) is a lattice by a celebrated theorem of Borel and Harish-Chandra. These
lattices are called S-arithmetic lattices. They are cocompact if and only if G is
k-anisotropic. In the spacial case where S consists of all places we get that the
image of G(k) is a lattice in G(A(k)). When S consists of only the archimedean
places, we get that the images in G(k ⊗ R) of arithmetic subgroups of G(k) are
lattices, called arithmetic lattices.
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The symbol Γ always stands for an arbitrary group, typically countable, possibly
satisfying some finiteness properties and many times considered as a lattice in
a locally compact topological group. The symbol G always stands for a locally
compact second countable topological group. However, many times G will have
further structure and properties. Below we indicate the two main instances of such
structures we impose on G, namely the structure of a semisimple Lie group and
the structure of a general semisimple group. We will be always explicit regarding
the structure we impose on G.

Often times G will be assumed to be a semisimple Lie group with finite center
and without compact factors. In this case, a lattice Γ < G is said to be irreducible
if the image of Γ is dense modulo each non-compact almost simple factor of G.
Typically, we denote the Lie algebra of a Lie group G by g. A notable exception
is §5.1, where g stands for the complexification of the Lie algebra of G. This will be
clearly stated. The rank of G, rank(G), of a semisimple Lie group G is defined to be
the rank of its Lie algebra, namely the dimension of any of its Cartan subalgebras.

When we say that G is a semisimple group (without mentioning the word “Lie”),

we mean that as topological groups, G ∼=
∏l

i=1 Gi(Fi) where each Fi is a local field
and each Gi is a connected almost simple Fi-group.

1 In this case, G is totally
disconnected if and only if each Fi is non-archimedean and G is a semisimple Lie
group if and only if each Fi is archimedean. We will typically denote Gi = Gi(Fi)
and regard these groups as the simple factors of G. A lattice in a semisimple group,
Γ < G, is irreducible if it is dense modulo each non-compact simple factor of G.

The rank of G, rank(G), of a semisimple group G ∼=
∏l

i=1 Gi(Fi) is defined to be
the sum of the ranks of its factors, rank(G) =

∑
rankFi

(Gi).
Every semisimple Lie group G is closely related to a real algebraic group G,

namely the group of Lie algebra automorphisms of its Lie algebra g. We note that
the two possible notions of rank coincide, so there is no chance of confusion. A
semisimple group G, Lie or not, is said to be of higher rank if rank(G) ≥ 2.

Topological vector spaces are considered over the complex numbers. They will
typically be assumed to be Fréchet; in particular, Hilbert spaces are generally as-
sumed to be separable. An exception is when we consider an ultrapower of an-
other (separable) Hilbert space. In such a case we will explicitly address the non-
separability. Another exception is the space of continuous cohomology of a Fréchet
module, which carries the structure of a (often non-Hausdorff) topological vector
space. See below.

We will use the term ⊗̂ to denote the projective tensor product of Fréchet spaces
and we use the term ⊗̄ exclusively to denote the Hilbertian tensor product of Hilbert
spaces.

For an arbitrary group Γ and a Γ-module V , we denote by Hj(Γ, V ) the corre-
sponding group cohomology and we set, as usual, H∗(Γ, V ) = ⊕∞

j=0H
j(Γ, V ).

For a locally compact second countable group G, a Fréchet module V is a Fréchet
space that is endowed with an action of G by continuous automorphisms such that
the action map G × V → V is continuous. In such a case we denote by Hj

c (G, V )
the corresponding continuous j-cohomology and we set H∗

c (G, V ) = ⊕∞
j=0H

j
c (G, V ).

Each of these spaces have a natural vector space topology which is typically non-
Hausdorff. Their Hausdorffification, that is the spaces obtained by moding out

1We could allow here the groups Gi to be Fi-semisimple, but we choose not to do so, for
simplicity.
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{0}, are Fréchet spaces which are denoted H̄j
c (G, V ) and H̄∗

c (G, V ) correspond-
ingly. These spaces are said to be the reduced continuous cohomologies of G. It
is common to say that Hj

c (G, V ) is reduced if it is Hausdorff. We will avoid this
practice to prevent confusion. For an important background material on continuous
cohomology of Fréchet spaces we direct the reader to the manuscripts [11] and [38].

For a Hilbert space V we denote by U(V ) the group of unitary transformations
of V . A homomorphism π : G→ U(V ) is said to be a unitary representation of G if
the associated action ofG on V makes it a Fréchet module. Equivalently, this means
that the representation π is strong operator topology continuous. Our convention
is to regard a unitary representation as a Fréchet module, thus we often refer to
the representation π by the underlying Hilbert space V . The trivial representation
is denoted either C or 1.

3. Properties [Tn] and (Tn)

In this section we establish some general results regarding the properties (Tn)
and [Tn] given in Definition 1.1. The most important results of this section are
Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.16. The former could be seen as a generalization
of Shalom’s characterization of property T, [63, Theorem 0.2], which proved a
conjecture by Karpushev–Vershik [43] and generalized work of Mok [57] in the
Riemannian context, while the latter is an application for semisimple groups. Both
theorems rely on taking ultralimits of unitary representations, a technique that was
used in the context of property T in, for example, [32,60]. The novelty here lies in
using the ultrapower technique in higher degree cohomology. As a first application,
we obtain a higher property T result for semisimple groups (see Theorem 3.16).

But first, a word of caution.

Remark 3.1. Definition 1.1 of higher property T slightly differs from previous
definitions given in [4, Definition 30] and [22, Definition 4.1].

3.1. Generalities regarding higher property T. For a locally compact second
countable group G and a Fréchet G-representation U , the continuous group coho-
mology Hn

c (G,U) has a natural topology which is not necessarily Hausdorff. The
reduced cohomology H̄n

c (G,U) is its maximal Hausdorff quotient that is a Fréchet
space. Our background references for continuous group cohomology are [11, 38].

Unitary representations are always assumed to be continuous in the strong op-
erator topology.

Lemma 3.2. For a locally compact second countable group G the following prop-
erties of G are equivalent: Kazhdan’s property T, (T1), [T1], and H1

c (G, V ) being
Hausdorff for every unitary G-representation.

Proof. By the Delorme-Guichardet Theorem, property [T1] is equivalent to Kazh-
dan’s property T. Clearly, [T1] implies (T1). Assume G has (T1) and let U be a
unitary representation of G. Let V = UG. We deduce from (T1) that

H1
c (G,U) = H1

c (G, V ⊕ V ⊥) ∼= H1
c (G, V )⊕H1

c (G, V ⊥) ∼= hom(G, V )⊕ 0.

We show that G has a compact abelianization, hence hom(G, V ) = 0. Assume that
G has a non-compact abelian quotient A. We have L2(A)G = 0 but there exists
in L2(A) an almost invariant sequence of unit vectors. Then H1

c (G,L2(A)) 6= 0
by [8, Proposition 2.12.2 on p. 128] – contradicting the assumption that G has
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(T1). Finally, H1
c (G, ) being Hausdorff is equivalent to other properties (see loc.

cit.). �

Compact groups satisfy property [Tn] for every n. In fact, their higher degree
cohomology groups are trivial for arbitrary Fréchet coefficients, as the following
basic result shows.

Lemma 3.3 ([38, III, Corollary 2.1]). Assume G is compact. Then for every
Fréchet representation V of G, H∗

c (G, V ) = H0
c (G, V ) = V G. In particular, G

satifies property [Tn] for every n.

Lemma 3.4. Let G be a locally compact second countable group and K⊳G a com-
pact normal subgroup. Let V be a unitary representation of G. Then the inclusion
of the fixed points V K →֒ V and the projection G→ G/K induce an isomorphism

H∗
c (G/K, V K)

∼=
−→ H∗

c (G, V ).

In particular, G satisfies property (Tn) if and only if G/K satisfies property (Tn)
and G satisfies property [Tn] if and only if G/K satisfies property [Tn].

Proof. by Lemma 3.3, H∗
c (K,V ) = H0

c (K,V ) = V K . In particular, all the coho-
mologies are reduced, thus we may apply the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
associated with the normal subgroup K ⊳ G, which computes H∗

c (G, V ) and in
which we have Ep,q

2 = Hp
c (G/K,Hq

c (K,V )), see [11, Theorem 9.1]. The result is
now straightforward, as all terms with q > 0 vanish. �

Lemma 3.5. Let G be a locally compact second countable group and j ∈ N.
Then H̄j

c (G,U) = 0 for every irreducible unitary representation U if and only if
H̄j

c (G,U) = 0 for every unitary representation U . Furthermore, H̄j
c (G,U) = 0 for

every non-trivial irreducible unitary representation U if and only if H̄j
c (G,U) = 0

for every unitary representation U with UG = 0.

Proof. Let V be a unitary G-representation. Assume that for every irreducible
unitary representation U , H̄j

c (G,U) = 0. By [8, Theorem F.5.3] V is equivalent to
a direct integral of irreducible unitary representations over a standard Borel space.
Thus it follows by [11, Theorem 7.2] that H̄j

c (G, V ) = 0. This proves the first part
of the lemma. The second part of the lemma follows from the fact that if V G = 0
then almost every irreducible representation in the direct integral decomposition is
non-trivial. �

3.2. Groups with finiteness properties. We now consider a countable group Γ
with property FPn(Q), that is, the trivial QΓ-module Q has a projective resolution

· · · → P2 → P1 → P0 → Q→ 0,

where the QΓ-modules P0, . . . , Pn are finitely generated. Without loss of generality,
we may and will assume that each Pi, i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, is finitely generated free.
Let mk be the QΓ-rank of Pk. We pick QΓ-bases in P0, . . . , Pn. The differential
Pk → Pk−1 for k ≤ n corresponds to a matrix Dk ∈Mmk×mk−1

(QΓ).
Let V be a unitary Γ-representation. Then H∗(Γ, V ) is the cohomology of the

cochain complex homQΓ(P∗, V ). Up to degree n, this is a cochain complex of Hilbert
spaces with bounded differentials dk via the isomorphisms

(2) homΓ(Pk, V ) ∼= V mk , dk : V mk−1 → V mk
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induced by the QΓ-bases. We may view V as a right QΓ-module via the invo-
lution on QΓ induced by taking inverses on Γ. Then, similarly, the chain complex
V ⊗QΓ P∗ is a chain complex of Hilbert spaces up to degree n via the isomorphism
V ⊗QΓ Pk

∼= V mk . For k ≤ n the differential

(3) dk : V
mk ∼= V ⊗QΓ Pk → V ⊗QΓ Pk−1

∼= V mk−1

and the differential homQΓ(Pk−1, V )→ homQΓ(Pk, V ) are adjoints of each other.

(4) (dk)
∗ = dk

The following theorems rely on taking ultrapowers of unitary representations
which violate the standing assumption that all Hilbert spaces are assumed to be
separable. We will frequently rely on Lemma 3.6 below to reduce the situation to
separable representations.

Lemma 3.6. Let G be a locally compact second countable group and j ∈ N. Let
V be a possibly non-separable unitary G-representation. For every x ∈ Hj

c (G, V )
there is a separable unitary G-subrepresentation U of V such that x is in the image
of Hj

c (G,U)→ Hj
c (G, V ). A similar statement holds true for reduced cohomology.

Proof. The element x is represented by a continuous cocycle φ : Gj+1 → V . Choose
a countable dense subset in Gj+1 and let V ′ be the closure of the span of its image
under φ. Then V ′ is a separable subspace of V that contains the image of φ. Let
U be a closed separable G-invariant subspace of V that contains V ′. For instance,
take U to be the closure of the image of L1(G)⊗V ′. Then x is clearly in the image
of Hj

c (G,U)→ Hj
c (G, V ). �

Theorem 3.7. Let n ≥ 1. Let Γ be a countable group with property FPn(Q). Then
we have the following equivalences.

a) The group Γ has [Tn] if and only if for every irreducible unitary representation
U and for every 0 < k ≤ n we have H̄k(Γ, U) = 0.

b) The group Γ has (Tn) if and only if Γ has a finite abelianization and for every
non-trivial irreducible unitary representation U and for every 0 < k ≤ n we have
H̄k(Γ, U) = 0.

Proof. In both statements the “only if” part is obvious. We will prove the “if”
parts.

For the first statement we assume that H̄k(Γ, U) = 0 for every irreducible unitary
representation U and for every 0 < k ≤ n. Lemma 3.5 implies that

(5) H̄k(Γ, V ) = 0 for every 0 < k ≤ n and every unitary Γ-representation V .

By contradiction, let us assume that there is 0 < k ≤ n and a unitary Γ-representation
V such that Hk(Γ, V ) 6= 0. We adhere to the notation (2) (3), and freely use (4).

By assumption, the image of dk : V mk−1 → V mk is not closed. Hence the im-
age of dk = (dk)∗ : V mk → V mk−1 is not closed. By the Open Mapping Theorem,
there exists a sequence of unit cocycles v̄i = (vi1, . . . , v

i
mk

)∞i=1 in V mk satisfying

limi dk(v̄
i) = 0 in V mk−1 . We fix an ultrafilter ω on N and consider the ultrapower

Vω and the corresponding element (v̄iω) ∈ V
mk−1
ω (we make here the obvious iden-

tification between (Vω)
mk and (V mk)ω). The k-cochain (v̄iω) ∈ V mk

ω in the chain
complex

· · · ← homΓ(Pn+1, Vω)← V mn

ω
dn

←− · · ·
dk+1

←−−− V mk
ω

dk

←− · · ·
d1

←− Vm0
ω ← 0,
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is a unit cocycle satisfying dk(v̄
i
ω) = (dk)∗(v̄iω) = 0 ∈ V

mk−1
ω . It follows that (v̄iω)

is a cocycle in V mk
ω that is orthogonal to all coboundaries. Thus H̄k(Γ, Vω) 6= 0.

The ultrapower Vω violates the standing assumption about separability but with
Lemma 3.6 we get a contradiction to (5). This concludes the proof of the first
statement.

Next, we consider the second statement. Since Γ is finitely generated and it has
a finite abelianization, we have H1(Γ,C) = 0, thus we get that Γ has [T1] by the
first statement. Assume that V Γ = 0. The proof of the first statement applies
verbatim to show that Γ has (Tn) provided we have (Vω)

Γ = 0. But since there are
no almost invariant vectors in V by property T, the ultrapower Vω has no invariant
vectors. Another application of Lemma 3.6 finishes the argument. �

Remark 3.8. Fixing a choice of the ultrafilter ω in the above proof, we obtain a
ultrapower functor V 7→ Vω . This functor commutes with direct sums and it has
the property that if T : V → U fails to have a closed image then Tω : Vω → Uω

fails to be injective.

Remark 3.9. In the above proof, knowing that the image of d∗k is not closed, we
could have deduced that the image of the Laplacian operator dk+1d

∗
k+1 + d∗kdk is

not closed and apply the functoriality mentioned above to deduce that the Lapla-
cian is not injective on Vmk

ω , thus the corresponding reduced cohomology is non-
trivial. However, this method fails in degree n without assuming that Γ has property
FPn+1(Q).

Remark 3.10. If Γ satisfies FPn(Q) then for every k ≤ n, Hk(Γ,C) is finite
dimensional. If, moreover, Γ has (Tn) then for every unitary Γ-representation
U , Hk(Γ, U) ∼= Hk(Γ, UG) ∼= Hk(Γ,C) ⊗ UG and this cohomology is reduced.
Note, however, that for n > 1, having that for every k ≤ n and every unitary
Γ-representation U , Hk(Γ, U) is reduced, does not guarantee that Γ has (Tn), as
SLn+1(Qp) and its lattices have reduced cohomology groups in all degrees.

Theorem 3.11. Fix n ≥ 2. Let Γ be a countable group satisfying property FPn(Q)
and property (Tn−1). Then for every unitary Γ-representation U , Hn(Γ, U) is Haus-
dorff.

In particular, if Γ is a finitely presented group with property T, then for every
unitary Γ-representation U , H2(Γ, U) is Hausdorff.

We note that the case Γ = SL3(Z) in the above theorem follows from [42],
who proved it with a computer aid, using the technique suggested in [5]. In fact,
Theorem 3.11 shows that the assumption that Hn+1 is reduced could be dropped
in the main theorem of [5].

Proof. Let V be a unitary Γ-representation. ThenHn(Γ, V G) ∼= Hn(Γ,C)⊗V G and
Hn(Γ,C) is finite dimensional by property FPn(Q). Hence Hn(Γ, V G) is Hausdorff.
So we may assume that V G = 0. Assume that Hn(Γ, V ) is not Hausdorff, that is,
dn does not have a closed image. Applying now the method indicated in Remark 3.9
basically finishes the proof, but we will follow closely the proof and the notation of
Theorem 3.7.

By the Open Mapping Theorem, there exists a sequence of unit vectors v̄i =
(vi1, . . . , v

i
mn−1

)∞i=1 in dn−1(V mn−2)⊥ satisfying limi d
n(v̄i) = 0 in V mn . We fix

an ultrafilter ω on N and consider the ultrapower Vω and the corresponding el-
ement (v̄iω) ∈ V

mn−1
ω . Since Γ has property T and V Γ = 0, we obtain that
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(Vω)
Γ = 0. The vector (v̄iω) is a unit vector in dn−1(V

mn−2
ω )⊥ < V

mn−1
ω satisfying

dn(v̄iω) = 0 ∈ V mn
ω . It follows that v̄iω is a cocycle in V

mn−1
ω that is orthogonal

to all coboundaries. Thus H̄n−1(Γ, Vω) 6= 0. An application of Lemma 3.6 im-
plies a similar non-vanishing for a separable subrepresentation of the ultrapower,
contradicting the assumption that Γ has (Tn−1). �

3.3. The Shapiro Lemma for cocompact lattices. The Shapiro Lemma relates
the cohomology of a group and its closed subgroup. In this subsection we review it
in the setting where the subgroup is a cocompact lattice and discuss consequences
of the results of the previous subsection. We will discuss the Shapiro Lemma again,
in a more general setting, in §6.6.

For a unimodular locally compact second countable group G, a discrete subgroup
Γ < G and unitary representation U of Γ, the local unitary induction I2loc(U) is
defined as the subspace of L2

loc(G,U) that consists of functions φ such that for
a.e g ∈ G and for every γ ∈ Γ, φ(gγ−1) = γφ(g). On I2loc(U) the group G acts
by (gφ)( ) = φ(g ). For φ ∈ I2loc(U), the function ‖φ( )‖U yields a well defined
function on G/Γ and hence a norm ‖φ‖I2(U) =

∫
G/Γ ‖φ(·)‖U . We define the unitary

induction as

I2(U) =
{
φ ∈ I2loc(U) | ‖φ‖I2(U) <∞

}
.

The unitary induction I2(U) is a Hilbert space. Its G-action is a continuous unitary
representation of G. If Γ < G is a cocompact lattice, then I2(U) = I2loc(U) [11,
Lemme 8.8].

Hereafter, the symbol ⊗̄ denotes the Hilbertian tensor product.

Lemma 3.12 (Shapiro Lemma). Let G be a locally compact second countable and
let Γ < G be a cocompact lattice. Given a unitary representation U of Γ, we have

H∗
c (Γ, U) ∼= H∗

c (G, I2(U)), H̄∗
c (Γ, U) ∼= H̄∗

c (G, I2(U)).

If U is a G-representation, then the induction of its restriction to Γ satisfies I2(U) ∼=
U⊗̄L2(G/Γ). In particular,

H∗
c (Γ, U) ∼= H∗

c (G,U)⊕H∗
c (G,U⊗̄L2

0(G/Γ)),

H̄∗
c (Γ, U) ∼= H̄∗

c (G,U)⊕ H̄∗
c (G,U⊗̄L2

0(G/Γ)).

The corresponding inclusion map H∗
c (G,U) → H∗

c (Γ, U) is induced by restriction,
which is thus injective. Therefore, for every j, the restriction map Hj

c (G,U) →
Hj

c (Γ, U) is an isomorphism if and only if Hj
c (G,U⊗̄L2

0(G/Γ)) = 0.

Proof. The first statement is [11, Théorème 8.8]. The isomorphism U⊗̄L2(G/Γ)→
I2(U), where U is the Γ-restriction of a unitary G-representation, is induced by
f ⊗ u 7→ φ with φ(g) = f(g)g−1u. The compatibility with the restriction homo-
morphism is a consequence of the proof of [11, Théorème 8.7]. In (22) we review
the Shapiro homomorphism in order to generalize it to certain non-uniform lattices.
The compatibility with the restriction homomorphism is evident from the explicit
description in (22) as well. �

Lemma 3.13. Let G be a locally compact second countable group and let Γ < G be
a cocompact lattice. Then G has [Tn] if and only if Γ has [Tn]. If G has (Tn) then
Γ has (Tn). If Γ has (Tn) and for every G-representation U we have UΓ = UG then
G has (Tn).
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Proof. If G has [Tn], then Γ has [Tn] by the Shapiro isomorphism 3.12. If Γ has
[Tn], then G has [Tn] by the injectivity of the restriction map in cohomology 3.12.
Similarly, if G has (Tn), then Γ has (Tn) since for every U with UΓ = 0 we have
I2(U)G = 0. The last statement follows by the injectivity of the restriction map. �

Lemma 3.14. Let G be a locally compact second countable and let Γ < G be a
cocompact lattice. Assume that Γ has property FPn(Q). Then we have:

a) If H̄k
c (G,U) = 0 for every 0 < k ≤ n and every irreducible G-representation U ,

then G and Γ have property [Tn].
b) If G has a compact abelianization and H̄k

c (G,U) = 0 for every 0 < k ≤ n and
every non-trivial irreducible G-representation U , then Γ has (Tn). Furthermore,
if for every G-representation U we have UΓ = UG, then also G has (Tn).

Proof. Assume that H̄k
c (G,U) = 0 for every 0 < k ≤ n and for every irreducible

G-representation U . By Lemma 3.5, H̄k
c (G,U) = 0 for every G-representation U of

G. Then by the Shapiro Lemma 3.12, H̄k(Γ, V ) = 0 for every Γ-representation V .
We conclude by the first part of Theorem 3.7 that Γ has [Tn] and deduce form

Lemma 3.13 that also G has [Tn].
Assume that G has a compact abelianization and that H̄k

c (G,U) = 0 for every
0 < k ≤ n and for every non-trivial irreducible G-representation U .

The group Γ is finitely generated as it has FP1(Q). Hence G is compactly
generated. Since G has a compact abelianization, we have H1

c (G,C) = 0. By
Lemma 3.5 we get that for every representation U of G, H̄1

c (G,U) = 0. It follows
by [63, Theorem 6.1] that G has T, thus also Γ has T. In particular, Γ has a finite
abelianization. Using Lemma 3.5 again, we get that for every representation U of
G with UG = 0, H̄1

c (G,U) = 0 and it follows from the Shapiro Lemma 3.12 that
for every representation V of Γ with V Γ = 0, H̄1

c (Γ, V ) = 0. We conclude by the
second part of Theorem 3.7 that Γ has (Tn) and that if for every G-representation
U , UΓ = UG, then G has (Tn). �

3.4. The invariant r0 and semisimple groups.

Definition 3.15. Given a locally compact second countable group G, we say that
an irreducible unitary representation V of G is cohomological if H∗

c (G, V ) 6= 0. The

cohomological dual of G, denoted Ĝcohom, is the subset of the unitary dual of G,

Ĝ, consisting of (classes of) cohomological representations. Note that the trivial

representation 1 ∈ Ĝcohom, as H0
c (G,1) ∼= C. We denote by r0(G) the minimal

degree in which some non-trivial irreducible cohomological representation has a
non-vanishing cohomology, that is

r0(G) = min{r | ∃ 1 6= V ∈ Ĝcohom, Hr
c (G, V ) 6= 0}.

In particular, r0(G) = ∞ if and only if Ĝcohom = {1}. We denote by r(G) the
minimal degree in which some irreducible cohomological representation which has
a compact kernel has a non-vanishing cohomology.

For a compact group G, we have by Lemma 3.3, Ĝcohom = {1}, r(G) = 0 and
r0(G) =∞. However, if G is not compact, we clearly have r(G) ≥ r0(G). This will
typically be the case in our considerations. In §5.1 and Appendix A we will explain
how to compute explicitly the invariants r0(G) and r(G) for semisimple groups.
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Theorem 3.16. Let G ∼=
∏l

i=1 Gi(Fi) where each Fi is a local field and each Gi is
a connected, simply connected almost simple Fi-group. Then G and all cocompact
lattices in G satisfy property (Tr0(G)−1). Further, if r0(G) ≥ 2 then their degree j
cohomologies with unitary coefficients are always Hausdorff, for every j ≤ r0(G).

Proof. By [14] there exists a cocompact lattice in G. Fix such a compact lattice
Γ and note that it has property FP. By the Howe-Moore theorem, we have for
every G-representation U , UΓ = UG. Also, G is locally compact second countable
and has a compact abelianization. Thus G and Γ satisfy property (Tr0(G)−1) by
Lemma 3.14.

Assume now r0(G) ≥ 2. For every cocompact lattice Γ < G and for every unitary
Γ-representation U , Hr0(G)(Γ, U) is Hausdorff by Lemma 3.11 and for j < r0(G),

Hj(Γ, U) ∼= Hj(Γ, UΓ) ∼= UΓ ⊗Hj(Γ,C),

and Hj(Γ,C) is finite dimensional by property FP, so Hj(Γ, U) is Hausdorff. Fi-
nally, for every unitary G-representation V and for j ≤ r0(G), we have by Shapiro
Lemma 3.12 a continuous injection Hj

c (G, V ) →֒ Hj(G)(Γ, V ), thus Hj
c (G, V ) is

Hausdorff. �

Remark 3.17. In case all the fields Fi in the setting of Theorem 3.16 are non-
archimedean, that is G is totally disconnected, the assumption that the groups Gi

are simply connected could be removed. Indeed, this assumption was used only via
the use of the Howe-Moore theorem, giving rise to the equation UΓ = UG, which
is not needed in the totally disconnected case. The result in this case follows also
from the work of Dymara-Januskiewicz [28] which deals with the broader context
of automorphism groups of buildings.

Theorem 3.18. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with a finite center.
Then G and all cocompact lattices in G satisfy property (Tr0(G)−1). Furthermore,
if r0(G) ≥ 2 and j ≤ r0(G), then j-th cohomology of G with unitary coefficients is
always Hausdorff.

Proof. By Lemma 3.4 we assume as we may that G is center free and with no
compact factors. We identify G with the identity component of the Lie groupG(R),
where G is the identity component of the group of Lie algebra automorphism of
the Lie algebra of G, thus a connected semisimple R-algebraic group. We consider
the simply connected cover G̃→ G, set G̃ = G̃(R) and note that G is the image of

G̃ under the natural map G̃(R)→ G(R). By Theorem 3.16, we have that G̃ satisfy
property (Tr0(G)−1) and by using again Lemma 3.4 we conclude that G satisfy
property (Tr0(G)−1). It follows by Lemma 3.13 that cocompact lattices in G also
satisfy property (Tr0(G)−1).

The last part of the proof is verbatim the last paragraph of the proof of Theo-
rem 3.16. �

4. Spectral gap properties of simple groups

The main purpose of this section is to discuss spectral gap properties of unitary
G-representations of the form L2

0(G/Γ)⊗̄V , where V is a unitary G-representation
and Γ < G a lattice, with respect to every simple factor of G. In higher rank
situations, where every simple factor has property T, this is automatic, and the
deep background results addressed in this section can be avoided. However, they
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are essential if the algebraic group G has k-rank 1 or the semisimple Lie group G
is a product of rank 1 factors in the main theorems in the introduction.

In §4.1 we recall some basics and set the terminology about the unitary dual.
In §4.2 we discuss the relationship between Lp-integrability of matrix coefficients
of unitary representations of algebraic or arithmetic groups and the spectral gap
property. In §4.3 we discuss and prove the spectral gap property in the case where
G is an adelic group. To this end, we prove some functoriality properties of the
automorphic dual with respect to group homomorphisms. Finally, in §4.4 we draw
some conclusions about the spectral gap property for semisimple groups from the
previous results, which were obtained in the algebraic setting, by means of the
Margulis’ arithmeticity theorem.

4.1. The unitary dual. We direct the reader to [33, §7] for an introduction to
the unitary dual. We review some basic facts in order to fix the terminology.

Let G be a a second countable locally compact topological group G. We denote

by Ĝ the unitary dual of G, that is, the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible
unitary G-representations. In an appropriate context, we may regard elements of

Ĝ as actual representations. We endow Ĝ with the Fell topology. The group G is

of type I if the topology on Ĝ separates the points, i.e. it is T0. It is a fundamental

fact that for type I groups the Borel-Mackey structure on Ĝ coincides with the
Borel σ-algebra associated with the Fell topology, and this σ-algebra is standard.

Every unitary representation ρ of G decomposes as a direct integral over Ĝ with

respect to some measure class on Ĝ. The support of this measure class is the
closure of irreducible representations that are weakly contained in V . For unitary
G-representations ρ and π, weak containment ρ ≺ π is equivalent to the operator
norm inequality ‖ρ(f)‖ ≤ ‖π(f)‖ for every f ∈ L1(G). We say ρ is weakly contained
in a subset S of (not necessarily irreducible) unitaryG-representations (write ρ ≺ S)

if ‖ρ(f)‖ ≤ supπ∈S ‖π(f)‖ for every f ∈ L1(G). The closure of a subset S ⊂ Ĝ in
the Fell topology consists of all irreducible representations weakly contained in S.

A subset S ⊂ Ĝ is an ideal if π ⊗ σ is weakly contained in S for every π ∈ S and
every unitary G-representation σ.

Definition 4.1. For X ⊂ Ĝ, we denote by X
⊗

the smallest closed ideal that
contains X .

Explicitly, we have

(6) X
⊗
=

{
π ∈ Ĝ | π ≺ {ρ⊗ σ | ρ ∈ X, σ any unitary G-representation}

}
.

The unitary dual is not (contravariantly) functorial with regard to a continuous
group homomorphism f : G → H since the pullback f∗ρ of an irreducible repre-

sentation ρ might not be irreducible. We define the pullback of a subset Y ∈ Ĝ
under f as

f∗(Y ) =
{
π ∈ Ĝ | π ≺ {f∗ρ | ρ ∈ Y }

}
.

The pullback f∗Y is automatically closed. Moreover, the next inclusion follows
directly from the definition.

Lemma 4.2. We have f∗(Y
⊗
) ⊂ f∗(Y )

⊗
.
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4.2. Integrability of matrix coefficients. In this subsection, let F be a local
field, and let G be an almost simple, connected and simply connected F -algebraic
group. We set G = G(F ) and assume it is not compact. The group G is type I by
work of Harish-Chandra [39] in the archimedean and by work of Bernstein [9] in
the non-archimedean case. The group G has the Kunze-Stein property, that is, for
every 1 ≤ p < 2,

Lp(G) ∗ L2(G) ⊆ L2(G).

This fundamental fact was proved in the archimedean case by Cowling [19] and in
the non-archimedean case by Veca [66].

Definition 4.3. Let 2 ≤ p ≤ ∞. A unitary G-representation U is a p-type repre-
sentation if for every u, v ∈ U and for every q > p the matrix coefficient function

〈gu, v〉 is in Lq(G). We denote by Ĝp ⊂ Ĝ the subset of p-type representations.

Note that Ĝ∞ = Ĝ and Ĝ2 consists of the tempered representations, that is, the
ones that are weakly contained in the regular representation L2(G).

The following theorem is taken from [47]. Its proof is based on a result by [61].

Theorem 4.4. Let F be a local field. Let G be an almost simple, connected and

simply connected F -algebraic group and denote G = G(F ). Then Ĝp is a closed

ideal of Ĝ for every 2 ≤ p ≤ ∞.

Proof. This is [47, Theorem 1.1]; we only need to clarify that the space ĜLp+

considered in loc. cit. coincides with Ĝp by [47, Proposition 4.2]. �

Theorem 4.5. Let F be a local field of characteristic 0 and let G be an almost
simple, connected and simply connected F -algebraic group. Assume that G = G(F )
is not compact. In case F is non-archimedean and rankF (G) = 1, we additionally
assume that G is F -isomorphic to the F -group SL2 or to the F -group SU3 associated
with a quadratic extension of F .

Then for every closed subset X ⊂ Ĝ, 1 /∈ X if and only if there exists 2 ≤ p <∞

such that X ⊂ Ĝp. In particular, 1 /∈ X if and only if 1 /∈ X
⊗
.

If X = {π} ⊂ Ĝ then, in particular, 1 6≺ π implies that 1 6≺ π ⊗ σ for every
unitary G-representation.

Conjecture 4.6. The conditions regarding non-archimedean rank 1 groups in The-
orem 4.5 could be dropped.

Proof. Since G is not compact, 1 /∈ Ĝp for every 2 ≤ p < ∞. Thus, for a closed

subset Y ⊂ Ĝ, if Y ⊂ Ĝp then 1 /∈ Y . The converse is less trivial.
If rankF (G) ≥ 2 and F is archimedean, this is [21, Theorem 2.4.2] and the general

higher rank case was proved in [59]. If rankF (G) = 1 and F is archimedean, this is
proved in [21, Theorem 2.5.2]. See also the discussion in [47, §5]. Hence it suffices to
treat from now on the case that rankF (G) = 1 and F is non-archimedean, in which
case we additionally assumed that G is SL2 or SU(3) associated with a quadratic
extension of F .

The Langlands classification associates with every non-trivial irreducible uni-
tary representation an irreducible admissible representation. These are classified by
means of Langlands parameters, where to every irreducible admissible representa-
tion one associates a standard parabolic subgroup and a tempered representation of
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its Levi subgroup, see [15, XI §2]. Given this classification, a main difficulty in the
description of the unitary dual is in determining which admissible representations
are unitarizable.

By assumption, G = SL2 or SU(3). In these cases, the unitarizability problem
was solved completely in [44] from which we adopt the terminology used below.

We may and will disregard tempered representations, as 1 /∈ Ĝ2. Thus all repre-
sentations considered below are parabolically induced. Since G is rank 1, we have
a unique conjugacy class of proper parabolic subgroup. We fix a proper parabolic
P = MN < G with unipotent radical N and Levi subgroup M . Note that G is
quasi split of rank 1, thus M is abelian and it is compact modulo a one dimen-
sional torus. We fix a unitary character λ of M and for every s ∈ C we consider
the character λs, as defined in [44, §1]. The corresponding induced representation

is denoted IndGP (λs). It is unitarizable only if s is purely imaginary or real, in
which cases we say that the associated induced representation is in the principal
series or the complementary series correspondingly. We care only about the com-
plementary series, as the principal series representations are all tempered. Thus
we assume below that the parameter s is real. By [15, XI, Proposition 3.6], for all
non-trivial representations the matrix coefficients are in Lp, and it follows from the
consideration there that p is uniformly bounded by means of s, independently of λ.

The general structure of the complementary series for quasi-split groups and
corank 1 parabolics described by Shaidi in [62, Theorem 8.1] is applicable in our
situation. It follows that the complementary series associated with a unitary char-
acter λ is given by a symmetric interval [−ν, ν], where ν equals either 1/2 or 1,
and these values are determined by the zeros of certain functions [44, §6]. These
functions are computed explicitly in [44, §5, Theorem]. They have a zero at 1/2
unless the character λ is unramified, in which case it has a zero at 1. That is, the
matrix coefficients of IndG

P (λs) are in Lp for some fixed p, unless the representations
are spherical, that is, they have a non-trivial vector fixed by the maximal compact
subgroup K < G.

In the latter case, it follows as in [15, XI, Proposition 3.6] that the matrix co-
efficients are in Lp if and only if the parameter s is bounded away form 1, which
exactly means that the representations do no not have almost invariant vectors.
Alternatively, this can be seen by the explicit computation of the spherical func-
tions, i.e the matrix coefficients for K-invariant vectors, given in [31, Chapter II].

We deduce that, indeed, if 1 /∈ X then there exists 2 ≤ p <∞ such that X ⊂ Ĝp.
Finally, the “in particular” part follows by Theorem 4.4. �

4.3. On automorphic representations. Let k be a number field and let A(k)
be the ring of adeles of k. Let G be a connected almost simple k-algebraic group.
Let s be a place of k, set G = G(ks) and consider L2

(
G(A(k)/G(k)

)
as a unitary

G-representation. In this setting, the automorphic dual of G is defined as

Ĝaut =
{
π ∈ Ĝ | π ≺ L2

(
G(A(k)/G(k)

)}
.

Note that it depends on k,G and s, which are implicit in our notation.
If G has property T, which is the case when G has no ks-rank 1 factors, then

{1} is open in Ĝ, hence also in Ĝaut. We are interested in generalizations of this
property that are valid unconditionally.
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The following theorem was proved for k = Q and G = SL2 by Selberg in case
ks = R and by Gelbart-Jaquet [36] for the non-archimedean places. Finally, using
the a reduction procedure due to Burger-Sarnak 4.9, Clozel proved the following.

Theorem 4.7 ([23, Theorem 3.1]). Let k be a number field and let G be connected
and simply connected almost simple k-algebraic group. Let s be a place of k and

consider G = G(ks). Then {1} is open in Ĝaut.

Theorem 4.7 is equivalent to 1 /∈ Ĝaut \ {1} and it is trivial in case G is compact.
The main result of this section is the following generalization.

Theorem 4.8. Let k be a number field and let G be connected and simply connected
almost simple k-algebraic group. Let s be a place of k and assume G = G(ks) is

non-compact. Then we have 1 /∈ Ĝaut \ {1}
⊗

.

In most cases, Theorem 4.8 follows immediately from Theorem 4.7 using Theo-
rem 4.5. The cases not handled by Theorem 4.5 could be treated by a combination
of the following two results. The first one is an elaboration on a result which was
proven by Burger-Sarnak [17] in the archimedean case and extended by Clozel-
Ullmo [24] to the non-archimedean case.

Theorem 4.9. Let k be a number field and let G and H be connected and simply
connected almost simple k-algebraic groups. Assume G is absolutely simple. Let
s be a place of k and consider G = G(ks) and H = G(Hs). If φ : H → G is a

k-morphism with central kernel, then the pullback under φks
: H → G of Ĝaut\{1}

is contained in Ĥaut \ {1}.

Proof. We first claim that the pull back under φks
: H → G of Ĝaut is contained in

Ĥaut. We denote the image of φ in G by H′. This is an almost simple, connected
k-algebraic, which need not be simply connected. We set H ′ = H′(ks). By [23,

Theorem 3.3], the pull back of Ĝaut under the inclusion H ′ → G is contained in

Ĥ ′
aut. We regard φ as a map H→ H′, thus we are left to show that the pull back

under φks
: H → G of Ĥ ′

aut is contained in Ĥaut.
Since φ : H → H′ is a k-isogeny, we have that φA(k) : H(A(k)) → H′(A(k))

has a compact abelian kernel, which we denote by C, and an open image. Note
also that the commutator map H′ × H′ → H′ factors via H and conclude that
φA(k)(H(A(k))) is an open subgroup of H′(A(k)) which contains the commutator,
hence it is normal and φA(k) has an abelian discrete cokernel. Since H′(A(k))/H′(k)
has a finite measure, its quotient

D = H′(A(k))/(H′(k) · φA(k)(H(A(k))))

must be a finite abelian group. We thus have a Borel H(A(k))-equivariant isomor-
phism

H′(A(k))/H′(k) ∼= D ×H(A(k))/(H(k) · C),

where the action on D is trivial, and we get a corresponding unitary H(A(k))-
isomorphism

(7) L2(H′(A(k))/H′(k)) ∼= L2(D)⊗ L2(H(A(k))/H(k))C ,

where the action on L2(D) is trivial. This proves the claim, as the representation

on the right hand side is clearly supported on Ĥaut.
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We are left to show that the pullback in Ĥaut of Ĝaut \ {1} does not contain 1.

Let π be a unitary G-representation in Ĝaut \ {1}. By the strong approximation
theorem [51, II, Theorem 6.8], π is ergodic. By the Howe-Moore theorem, π is
mixing. Since the image of H is non-compact in G, we conclude that the inflation

φ∗
ks
π to H is ergodic. Hence {φ∗

ks
π | π ∈ Ĝaut \ {1}} ⊂ Ĥaut \ {1}. Since Ĥaut \ {1}

is closed by Theorem 4.7 and the φks
-pullback of Ĝaut \{1} is the closure of {φ∗

ks
π |

π ∈ Ĝaut \ {1}}, the proof is finished. �

The second result was proven by Clozel in the course of the proof of Theorem 4.7.

Theorem 4.10. Let k be a number field and let G be a connected and simply
connected absolutely almost simple k-algebraic groups. Let s be a non-archimedean
place of k and assume rankks

(G) = 1. Then there exists an almost simple, con-
nected and simply connected k-algebraic group H and a morphism of k-algebraic
groups φ : H → G which has a central kernel, such that the extension of scalars
of H to ks is isomorphic to either SL2 or the the quasi split group SU3 associated
with the unique unramified quadratic extension of ks.

Proof. If G is k-isotropic then the theorem holds with H = SL2 by Jacobson-
Morozov, we thus assume that G is anisotropic. In this case the group H could
be constructed as a k-subgroup of G. This is done by a case by case reduction
in the fourth to sixth paragraphs of [23, §3.2], based on [23, Theorem 1.1] and its
proof. �

Remark 4.11. According to [23, Remark 1.2], it is expected that H in Theo-
rem 4.10 could be constructed as a k-subgroup of G also in case G is isotropic, but
the proof is not known.

We can now prove Theorem 4.8, based on Theorem 4.5.

Proof of Theorem 4.8. As in the first paragraph of [23, §3.2], we may assume that
G is k-absolutely almost simple, by passing to a finite extension and forming a
restriction of scalars [64, §3.1.2]. The restriction of scalars is compatible with the
structure of the adelic group as a topological group by [26, Example 4.2]. We note

that Ĝaut \ {1} is closed by Theorem 4.7. By Theorem 4.5 it suffices to consider
the case that s is non-archimedean and G is of ks-rank 1.

Using Theorem 4.10 we fix an almost simple, connected k-algebraic group H and
a morphism of k-algebraic groups φ : H→ G which has a central kernel, such that
the extension of scalars of H to ks is isomorphic to either SL2 or the the quasi
split group SU3 with respect to the unique unramified quadratic extension of ks.

By Theorem 4.9, the pullback under φks
: H → G of Ĝaut \ {1} is contained in

Ĥaut \ {1}, which is closed by Theorem 4.7. By Theorem 4.5, 1 /∈ Ĥaut \ {1}
⊗

. By
Lemma 4.2 we deduce that

φ∗
ks

(
Ĝaut \ {1}

⊗)
⊂ Ĥaut \ {1}

⊗

.

This implies that 1 /∈ Ĝaut \ {1}
⊗

. �

The following is an immediate corollary of Theorem 4.8.
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Corollary 4.12. Let k be a number field and let G be a connected and simply con-
nected almost simple k-algebraic groups. Let s be a place of k such that G = G(ks) is
non-compact. For every unitary G-representation U , the unitary G-representation
L2
0(G(A(k))/G(k))⊗̄U does not have almost invariant vectors.

4.4. Consequences regarding spectral gap. Recall the definition of S-arithmetic
lattices given in §2. The following theorem is a version of Corollary 4.12 which is
given in this setting.

Theorem 4.13. Let k be a number field and let G be an almost simple, connected
and simply connected k-algebraic group. Let S be a set of places of k that includes
all the archimedean ones, and let Γ < G(k) be an S-arithmetic subgroup. Let G
be the restricted product of the groups G(ks), s ∈ S, and consider Γ as a lattice
in G. Fix t ∈ S such that Gt = G(kt) is non-compact and let U be a unitary Gt-
representation U . Then the unitary Gt-representation L2

0(G/Γ)⊗̄U does not have
almost invariant vectors.

Proof. As in the first paragraph of [23, §3.2], we may assume that G is k-absolutely
almost simple, by passing to a finite extension and forming a restriction of scalars [64,
§3.1.2]. The restriction of scalars is compatible with the structure of the adelic group
as a topological group by [26, Example 4.2].

We let G′ be the restricted product of the groups G(ks), s /∈ S, and identify
G(A(k)) ∼= G × G′. We let K be a compact open subgroup of G′ and let Λ be
the S-congruence subgroup of G(k) obtained by intersecting it with K. We regard
G ×K as an open subgroup of G(A(k)). We view Λ as a lattice in it and obtain
the identification

(G×K)/Λ →֒ G(A(k))/G(k)

and accordingly

L2
(
G/Λ

)
∼= L2

(
(G×K)/Λ

)K
→֒ L2

(
G(A(k))/G(k)

)
,

where in the left hand side we regard Λ as a lattice in G. We conclude that

the Gt-representation L2(G(k ⊗ R)/Λ) is supported on (̂Gt)aut. By the Strong
Approximation Theorem, [51, II, Theorem 6.8], Gt acts ergodically on G/Λ, thus

L2
0(G/Λ) is supported on (̂Gt)aut \{1}. We conclude by Theorem 4.7 that L2

0(G/Λ)
does not have Gt-almost invariant unit vectors. Using [45, Lemma 3.1], we get
that also L2

0(G/Γ) does not have Gt-almost invariant unit vectors, as Γ and Λ are
commensurable. If either t is archimedean or G is of higher kt-rank, the theorem
now follows by Theorem 4.5.

We now assume that t is non-archimedean and rankkt
(G) = 1 and we alter the

above proof as in the proof of Theorem 4.8. Using Theorem 4.10 we fix an al-
most simple, connected k-algebraic group H and a morphism of k-algebraic groups
φ : H → G which has a central kernel, such that the extension of scalars of H to
kt is isomorphic to either SL2 or the the quasi-split group SU3 with respect to the
unique unramified quadratic extension of kt. We set H = H(kt) and conclude by
Theorem 4.9 and Theorem 4.7 that L2

0(G(A(k))/G(k)) has no H-almost invariant
vectors. We deduce that its subrepresentation L2

0(G/Λ) has no H-almost invari-
ant vectors, and by [45, Lemma 3.1] we conclude that L2

0(G/Γ) has no H-almost
invariant vectors. Finally, by Theorem 4.5, we conclude that for every unitary rep-
resentation U of Gi, The Gi-representation L2

0(G/Γ)⊗̄U does not have H-almost
invariant vectors. In particular, it does not have Gt-almost invariant vectors. �
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The following theorem is a variant of Theorem 4.13 which applies for general
lattices, not assuming arithmeticity a priori. Of course, it relies on arithmeticity a
posteriori, via Margulis’ Arithmeticity Theorem.

Theorem 4.14. Let G be a semisimple group, that is G ∼=
∏l

i=1 Gi(Fi), where
each Fi is a local field of characteristic zero and each Gi is a connected almost
simple Fi-group. We assume that each Gi is simply connected and that the groups
Gi = Gi(Fi) are non-compact. Let Γ < G be an irreducible lattice. If G has rank 1,
we also assume that G is a Lie group. Then for every i and a unitary representation
U of Gi, The unitary Gi-representation L2

0(G/Γ)⊗̄U does not have almost invariant
unit vectors.

Proof. Assume first that G is a Lie group of rank 1. Then L2
0(G/Γ) has a spectral

gap by [6, Lemma 3] (cf. [51, III, Corollary 1.10 and Remark 1.12]). We thus get by
Theorem 4.5 that for every unitary representation U of G, L2

0(G/Γ)⊗̄U does not
have almost invariant vectors for G. See also [6, Lemma 4].

We now assume that G is of higher rank. We may assume that each Gi is Fi-
absolutely almost simple, by passing to a finite extension and forming a restriction
of scalars, see [64, §3.1.2]. By Margulis’ Arithmeticity Theorem [51, IX, Theorem
(1.11)], Γ is an arithmetic lattice as defined in [51, IX, Definition (1.4)]. Since each
Gi is absolutely almost simple and simply connected, by [51, IX, Remark (1.3)(i)],
this means (by a standard abuse of notation) that there exist a number field k over
which G is defined and a finite set of places S, containing all archimedean places,
such that the fields Fi are the completions ks for s ∈ S over which G is isotropic,
and Γ is S-arithmetic. Denoting by K the product of the groups G(ks) running
over all s ∈ S such that G is S-anisotropic, we identify

∏
s∈S G(ks) ∼= G×K and

view Γ as a lattice in G×K.
Let U be a unitary representation of Gi. By Theorem 4.13, the unitary Gi-

representation L2
0((G × K)/Γ)⊗̄U does not have almost invariant unit vectors.

Identifying

L2
0(G/Γ)⊗̄U ∼= (L2

0((G×K)/Γ)⊗̄U)K < L2
0((G ×K)/Γ)⊗̄U,

we conclude that the unitary Gi-representation L2
0(G/Γ)⊗̄U does not have almost

invariant unit vectors. �

Corollary 4.15. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center
and with no compact factors. Let Γ < G be an irreducible lattice. Then for every
unitary representation U of G, L2

0(G/Γ)⊗̄U does not have almost invariant vectors
for every factor of G.

Proof. Using [45, Lemma 3.1] we may assume that G is center free. We identify
G with the identity component of the Lie group G(R), where G is the identity
component of the group of Lie algebra automorphism of the Lie algebra of G, thus
a connected semisimple R-algebraic group (cf. [72, Proposition 3.1.6 on p. 35]).

Considering the simply connected cover G̃ → G, setting G̃ = G̃(R) and letting Γ̃

be the preimage of Γ in G̃ under the natural map G̃→ G, we identify G/Γ ∼= G̃/Γ̃

and the corollary follows from Theorem 4.14, applied to G̃. �
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5. Cohomology of semisimple groups and their cocompact lattices

In this section we study the cohomology with unitary coefficients of semisimple
groups and their cocompact lattices. In §5.1 we survey the cohomology of irre-
ducible representations of semisimple groups. This subsection is mostly expository.
In §5.2 we prove versions of some of the main theorems in the introduction for uni-
form lattices of semisimple groups. These version are not superseded by the main
theorems, which hold for non-uniform lattices as well, as they have better bounds
on the degrees in some cases.

5.1. Irreducible cohomological representations. The purpose of this subsec-
tion, which is primarily expository, is to establish the cohomological dual and the
associated invariants r and r0, defined in Definition 3.15, for semisimple groups.

The case of algebraic groups over non-archimedean local fields is well understood
due to the following result of Casselman (see also the historical survey by the end
of this section).

Theorem 5.1 ([18, Theorem 2], [15, XI, Theorem 3.9]). Let F be a non-archimedean
local field, let G a connected almost simple F -algebraic group and denote G = G(F ).

Assume G is non-compact. Then we have Ĝcohom = {1, St}, where St denotes the
Steinberg representation of G. Further we have

H∗
c (G,1) = H0

c (G,1) = C, H∗
c (G, St) = HrankF (G)

c (G, St) = C.

In particular, we have r0(G) = r(G) = rankF (G).

The case of connected semisimple Lie groups with finite center was treated by
Vogan and Zuckerman [69], following Kumaresan [46], see also [68, §4]. We now
survey their theory.

Let G be a non-compact, connected semisimple Lie group with finite center.
Denote by g0 the Lie algebra of G and by g its complexification. Let K be a choice
of a maximal compact subgroup in G and let θ : g → g be the associated Cartan
involution. Denote by g = k ⊕ p the associated eigenspace decomposition, thus k

is the complexification of the Lie algebra of K and p is its orthogonal complement
with respect to the Killing form.

A complex parabolic subalgebra q of g is said to be θ-stable if θ(q) = q and
l = q∩ q̄ is a complex Levi subalgebra of q, see [68, Definition 4.1]. For each such θ-
stable subalgebra q an irreducible (g,K)-module Aq is constructed in [69, Theorem
2.5]. It is proven in [67, Theorem 1.3] that the modules Aq are unitarizable, that is
for every θ-stable subalgebras q there exists an irreducible unitary G-representation
Uq which associated (g,K)-module is isomorphic to Aq. This unitarizability result
was unknown at the time [69] was written, so our exposition differs from [69] by
taking this into account. By [68, Proposition 4.4] there are only finitely many K-
conjugacy classes of θ-stable parabolic subalgebras in g and Uq depends only on
the K-conjugacy class of g by [68, Theorem 4.6]. In [69, Theorem 4.1] it is shown
that if U is a cohomological irreducible unitary representation of G then U ∼= Uq

for some θ-stable subalgebras q. The cohomology of Uq is given in [69, Theorem
3.3], in view of [69, Proposition 3.2(a)] and the discussion above, by the formula

(8) H∗
c (G,Uq) ∼= homl∩k(∧

∗−r(l ∩ p),C),

where r is the complex dimension of the intersection of p with the nilpotent radical
of q. The algebra l and the number r in (8) depend implicitly on the choice of the
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θ-stable subalgebra q. In case q = g, we have Ug
∼= C is the trivial representation

and r = 0, otherwise r > 0.
It follows that r0(G) is the minimal value of r, running over all proper θ-stable

subalgebras of g. Note that this value depends on G only up to a local isomorphism.
For almost simple Lie groups it was computed in [29, Theorem 7.2] and [46, Theorem
2] (for complex Lie groups) and [69, Theorem 8.1] (for real Lie groups). For the
convenience of the reader, the full table is given in Appendix A. Note in particular
that we always have r0(G) = r(G) ≥ rank(G). The following is a corollary of the
above discussion.

Theorem 5.2 (Vogan-Zuckerman). Let G be a non-compact, connected almost

simple Lie group with finite center. Then Ĝcohom consists exactly of the representa-
tions Uq associated with θ-stable subalgebras of g as described above. In particular,

Ĝcohom is finite. For every representation Uq the cohomology is given by the for-
mula (8). In particular, it is finite dimensional. The value r0(G) = r(G) is given
explicitly by the table in Appendix A. In particular, r0(G) = r(G) ≥ rank(G).

We let G1, . . . , Gm be the almost simple factors of G and decompose accordingly
g = g1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ gm. We note that the θ-stable parabolic subalgebras of g are
decomposed accordingly into direct sums of θ-stable parabolic subalgebras of the
gi’s, thus, with an obvious notation, (8) gives

(9) H∗
c (G,Uq) ∼=

m⊗

i=1

homli∩ki(∧
∗−ri(li ∩ pi),C) ∼=

m⊗

i=1

H∗
c (Gi, Uqi

).

We now turn to consider a general semisimple group, as we set up in §2. The
following theorem describes its cohomological dual by means of its simple factors.

Theorem 5.3 (Product Formula). Let G ∼=
∏l

i=1 Gi where for each i, Fi is a
local field, Gi is a connected almost simple Fi-group and Gi = Gi(Fi). Under

the identification Ĝ ∼=
∏l

i=1 Ĝi given by the exterior Hilbertian product, we have

Ĝcohom
∼=

∏l
i=1 (̂Gi)cohom. In particular, Ĝcohom is finite. For every representation

V ∼= ⊗̄Vi ∈ Ĝcohom the cohomology is given by

(10) H∗
c (G, V ) ∼=

l⊗

i=1

H∗
c (Gi, Vi).

In particular, it is finite dimensional. We have r0(G) = mini r0(Gi) and r(G) =∑
i r(Gi). In particular, r0(G) ≥ mini rankFi

(Gi) and r(G) ≥ rank(G).

Proof. We first prove equation (10). If all Fi are archimedean, that is, G is a Lie
group, this is equation(9). By [15, XII, Corollary 3.2] we have

H∗
c (G

′ ×G′′, V ′⊗̄V ′′) ∼= H∗
c (G

′, V ′)⊗H∗
c (G

′′, V ′′),

where G′ is a Lie group and G′′ a totally disconnected group. Therefore we may
assume that all Fi are non-archimedean, and the equation follows by induction
using [15, X, Corollary 6.2]. This completes the proof of equation (10).

The bijection Ĝcohom
∼=

∏l
i=1 (̂Gi)cohom and the formulas for r0(G) and r(G)

are formal consequences of equation (10) and the finiteness of Ĝcohom and finite
dimensionality of the cohomologies follow from Lemma 3.3, Theorem 5.2 and The-
orem 5.1. �
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We finish this subsection with an adelic version of the product formula.

Theorem 5.4. Let k be a number field and let G be connected almost simple k-
algebraic group. Then the cohomological dual of the corresponding adelic group

Ĝ(A(k))cohom is countable and discrete. Each representation in it is the pullback of
a cohomological representation of

∏
S G(ks) for some finite set S consisting of places

of k. In particular, each representation in it has a finite dimensional cohomology.

More precisely, for every V ∈ Ĝ(A(k))cohom there exist a finite set S of places of k,
and for each s ∈ S a cohomological representations Vs of G(ks) such that V ∼= ⊗̄SVs

and
H∗(G(A(k)), V ) ∼= ⊗SH

∗
c (G(ks), Vs).

Proof. Set G = G(A(k)). By [26, Theorem 3.4(1)], G is defined over OS0 , where
S0 is a finite set of places of k containing all archimedean ones. We recall the

description of Ĝ as given in [54, §6] or [65] (see also the useful introduction of [7]).
Every irreducible representation V of G is of the form ⊗̄Vs, where for every place s
of k, Vs is an irreducible representation of Gs = G(ks) which is spherical for almost
every s. Here spherical means that V G(Os) 6= 0, which is a well defined expression
for s /∈ S0.

For every finite set of places S we write GS =
∏

S Gs and let G′
S be the restricted

product of the places s /∈ S. Similarly, we write VS = ⊗̄s∈SVs and V ′
S = ⊗̄s/∈SVs.

We claim that
H∗

c (G, V ) ∼= H∗
c (GS , VS)⊗H∗

c (G
′
S , V

′
S).

For S∞ being the archimedean places, this is [15, XII, Corollary 3.2] and for every
finite set S of non-archimedean places, by induction using [15, X, Corollary 6.2],
we have

H∗
c (G

′
S∞

, V ′
S∞

) ∼= H∗
c (GS , VS)⊗H∗

c (G
′
S∞∪S , V

′
S∞∪S).

The claim now follows by Theorem 5.3.

It follows that for every V ∈ Ĝcohom, for every s, Vs ∈ (̂Gs)cohom. In particular,
for every non-archimedean s, Vs is either trivial or the Steinberg representation of
Gs. Since the Steinberg representation, by construction, is not spherical, we get
that Vs is the trivial representation of Gs for almost every place s,. The only part

of the theorem which does not follow immediately is that Ĝcohom is discrete.
To this end, we fix a cohomological representation V and show that it is closed

in Ĝcohom, that is, it is not weakly contained in U , where U be the direct sum of
all other cohomological representations. Assume the contrary. Let S be a finite
set of places that includes S0 and also all places with Vs non-trivial. Decompose
U = US⊕U ′

S , where US is the sum of all cohomological representations (other than
V ) which are Gs-trivial for every s /∈ S and U ′

S is its complement.
We claim that V is weakly contained in US. Let KS < G′

S be the product of
the compact subgroups G(Os) < Gs, s /∈ S. Assume V is weakly contained in U ′

S.
Then it also weakly contained there as a KS-representation. But VS is KS-trivial
and KS is compact, hence has property T. It follows that U ′

S contains a non-trivial
KS-invariant vector. But, by the construction of U ′

S , each of its G-irreducible
subrepresentations has a place s /∈ S in which the local representation is Steinberg,
thus has no Ks-invariant vector. This is a contradiction, and we deduce that V is
not weakly contained in U ′

S. Thus, V is weakly contained in US , proving the claim.
We deduce that there is a G-irreducible representation V0 in US such that V

is weakly contained in V0, as US is a direct sum of finitely many G-irreducible
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representation. By [7, Lemma 4], we get that V is equivalent to V0, contradicting
the definition of U . This contradicts the assumption that V is weakly contained in
U and the proof is now complete. �

The following is an immediate corollary of Theorems 5.4, 5.2 and 5.1 which
pertains to the trivial representation V = C.

Corollary 5.5. Let k be a number field and let G be connected almost simple
k-algebraic group. Then the map

H∗
c (G(k ⊗ R),C)→ H∗

c (G(A(k)),C),

associated with the projection map A(k)→ k ⊗ R stemming from the identification
of k ⊗ R as the algebra of infinite adeles, is a continuous isomorphism.

5.2. Low degree cohomology and cocompact lattices. Recall the definitions
of the invariant r0 and r given in Definition 3.15. These invariants are computed
explicitly; see §5.1 and the Appendix A. In Theorem 3.16 we related the invariant
r0 to higher property T. If G is simple, this is the best we can do. However, in
general r(G) ≥ r0(G), and we can do better. This subsection addresses the case of
semisimple groups that are not necessarily simple. Most theorems in this section
come in two flavors: one for a semisimple group as in the setup given in §2 and one
for connected semisimple Lie groups.

Theorem 5.6. Let G ∼=
∏l

i=1 Gi(Fi) be a non-compact semisimple group where,
for each i, Fi is a local field, Gi is a connected almost simple Fi-group. Let Gi =
Gi(Fi). Let V be a unitary G-representation such that V Gi = 0 for each non-
compact factor Gi. Then H̄j

c (G, V ) = 0 for every j < r(G). If, for each non-
compact factor Gi, V has no almost invariant vectors as a Gi-representation, then
Hj

c (G, V ) = 0 for every j < r(G).

Proof. Let Gis be the product of the non-compact almost simple factors of G. Let
Gan be the product of the compact almost simple factors. By Lemma 3.4 we have

H∗
c (G, V ) ∼= H∗

c

(
Gis, V Gan)

,

and V an has no invariant vectors or no almost invariant vectors, respectively, for
any almost simple factor of Gis. Therefore we may and will assume that G has no
compact factors.

By [8, Theorem F.5.3], V decomposes as a direct integral
∫
X
Vx of irreducible

unitary representations over a standard measure spaceX . For every factor, V Gi
x = 0

almost everywhere. Let j < r(G). By definition of r(G) given in Definition 3.15, we
have Hj

c (G, Vx) = 0 almost everywhere. Hence H̄j
c (G, V ) = 0 by the compatibility

of reduced cohomology with direct integral decompositions [11, Theorem 7.2]. This
completes the proof of the first part of the theorem.

Each Gi possesses a cocompact lattice Λi [14]. Let Λ = Λ1 × · · · × Λl, which is
a cocompact lattice in G. We claim that for every unitary Λ-representation U
with UΛi = 0 for each Λi we have H̄j

c (Λ, U) = 0 for every j < r(G): Since
(L2(Gi/Λi)⊗̄U)Gi ∼= UΛi = 0, we obtain that

I2(U)Gi ∼=
(
L2(G/Λ)⊗̄U

)Gi
∼=

(
L2(G1/Λ1)⊗̄ · · · ⊗̄L

2(Gl/Λl)⊗̄U
)Gi

= 0.

By the Shapiro Lemma 3.12 and by the first part of the theorem we obtain that

H̄j(Λ, U) = H̄j
c (G, I2(U)) = 0.
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Next we assume that, for any factor Gi, V has no almost invariant vectors as a
Gi-representation.

Let j < r(G). We first show that Hj(Λ, V ) = 0. Otherwise, as in the proof of
Theorem 3.7 we would obtain that H̄j

c (Λ, Vω) 6= 0 for the ultrapower representation
Vω associated with a fixed ultrafilter ω on N. By [51, III, Corollary (1.10)], V has no
almost invariant vectors as a Λi-representation. Hence (Vω)

Λi = 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , l}
and, by the above argument, H̄j(Λ, Vω) = 0, a contradiction – if one neglects that
the ultrapower Vω is not separable. But this can be resolved with Lemma 3.6. So
we get that Hj(Λ, V ) = 0 for j < r(G).

Finally, by the Shapiro Lemma 3.12, Hj
c (G, V ) injects into Hj

c (Λ, V ) and it
follows that Hj

c (G, V ) = 0. This finishes the proof. �

Remark 5.7. The proof of the previous theorem shows that it suffices to assume
that V Gan

has no (almost) invariant factors with respect to any non-compact factor.

Theorem 5.8. Let G be a non-compact connected semisimple Lie group with finite
center.

Let V be a unitary G-representation such that for each almost simple factor Gi

of G, V Gi = 0. Then H̄j
c (G, V ) = 0 for every j < r(G).

If for each almost simple factor Gi of G, V has no almost invariant vectors as
a Gi-representation then Hj

c (G, V ) = 0 for every j < r(G).

Proof. Lemma 3.4 allows us to take the quotient by the center and reduce the
proof to the adjoint case. Then G decomposes as a product G = G1× · · ·×Gn still
satisfying the assumption. Now we follow verbatim the proof of Theorem 5.6. �

Theorem 5.9. Let G ∼=
∏l

i=1 Gi(Fi) be a semisimple group where, for each i, Fi

is a local field, Gi is a connected, simply connected, almost simple Fi-group and
Gi = Gi(Fi) is non-compact. Let Γ < G be an irreducible cocompact lattice. Let
V be a unitary G-representation. Then for every j < r(G) the restriction map
Hj

c (G, V )→ Hj(Γ, V ) is a isomorphism.

Proof. By the Shapiro Lemma 3.12, for every j, the restriction map Hj
c (G, V ) →

Hj(Γ, V ) is an isomorphism if and only if Hj
c (G, V ⊗̄L2

0(G/Γ)) = 0. This follows
from Theorem 5.6, using Theorem 4.14. �

Theorem 5.10. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center
and no compact factors. Let Γ < G be an irreducible cocompact lattice. Let V be a
unitary G-representation. Then for every j < r(G) the restriction map Hj

c (G, V )→
Hj(Γ, V ) is a isomorphism.

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 5.9, using Theorem 5.8
instead of Theorem 5.6 and Corollary 4.15 instead of Theorem 4.14. �

Definition 5.11. Let Γ be a lattice in a semisimple group or semisimple Lie
group G with the almost direct product decomposition G = G1 · · ·Gl into almost
simple factors. Assume that the projection pri of Γ on G/Gi is dense for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , l}. Let V be a unitary Γ-representation. A vector v ∈ V is G/Gi-
continuous if ‖γpv − v‖ → 0 for every sequence (γp) in Γ with pri(γp) → e. A
vector is G-continuous if it is a finite sum of G/Gi-continuous vectors where i runs
over 1, . . . , l.
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Some remarks on G-continuous vectors are in order. Let Vi be the subspace of
G/Gi-continuous vectors. It is easy to see that Vi is closed. Since Γ projects densely
toG/Gi, the Γ-action on Vi extends uniquely to aG-action via g·v = limj→∞ γjv for
any sequence (γj) with pri(γj) = pri(g). The G-action on Vi is strongly continuous
and unitary. The closed embedding of Hilbert spaces

V → I2(V ), v → (g 7→ g−1v),

restricts to an isomorphism Vi
∼= I2(V )Gi of unitary G-representations [2, Sec-

tion 5.1]. One sees inductively that the sum V0 = V1 + · · · + Vn is closed in V by
using the fact that V1+ · · ·+Vn−1 is Gn-invariant and the orthogonal projection of
Vn onto V1 + · · ·+ Vn−1 lies in Vn. In the extreme case of l = 1, we have V0 = V G.

Theorem 5.12. Let G ∼=
∏l

i=1 Gi where for each i, Fi is a local field, Gi is
a connected simply connected almost simple Fi-algebraic group and Gi = Gi(Fi)
is non-compact. Let Γ < G be an irreducible cocompact lattice. Assume G has
property T. Let V be a unitary Γ-representation, and let V0 ⊂ V be the subspace of
G-continuous vectors. Then for every j < r(G) we have Hj(Γ, V ⊥

0 ) = 0, and the
map

Hj
c (G, V0)→ Hj(Γ, V0)→ Hj(Γ, V )

is an isomorphism. Here the first map comes from the restriction from G to Γ and
the second map comes from the inclusion of V0 in V .

Proof. Since eachGi is simply connected, the lattice Γ satisfies the density assump-
tion in Definition 5.11 according to [51, Theorem (6.7) on p. 102]. The theorem
follows from Theorem 5.9, once we show Hj(Γ, V ⊥

0 ) = 0. We thus assume that
V = V ⊥

0 , that is V0 = 0, and will show that Hj(Γ, V ) = 0. Every almost simple
factor Gi of G has property T since G does. By [2, Proposition 5.1] or the discus-
sion above , I2(V )Gi ∼= Vi = 0. Hence I2(V ) has no almost invariant vectors as a
Gi-representation. Theorem 5.6 implies that Hj

c (G, I2(V )) = 0. We conclude by
the Shapiro Lemma that indeed, Hj(Γ, V ) = 0. �

Theorem 5.13. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and
without compact factors. Let Γ < G be an irreducible cocompact lattice. Assume G
has property T. Let V be a unitary Γ-representation, and let V0 ⊂ V be the subspace
of G-continuous vectors. Then for every j < r(G) we have Hj(Γ, V ⊥

0 ) = 0. In
particular, the maps

Hj
c (G, V0)→ Hj(Γ, V0)→ Hj(Γ, V )

are isomorphisms, where the first map comes from the restriction from G to Γ and
the second map comes from the inclusion of V0 in V .

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 5.12, using Theorem 5.10
instead of Theorem 5.9 and Theorem 5.8 instead of Theorem 5.6. �

Conjecture 5.14. Theorems 5.12 and 5.13 hold true for every semisimple group
of higher rank, with or without property T.

The following generalization of a theorem of [15, XII, Proposition 3.5] is an adelic
version of Theorem 5.6.

Theorem 5.15. Let k be a number field and let G be a connected almost simple k-
group. Let V be a unitary representation of G(A(k)). Assume that for every place
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s of k such that G(ks) is non-compact, V does not have almost invariant vectors
as a G(ks)-representation. Then H∗

c (G(A(k)), V ) = 0.

Proof. The group G is quasi-split, hence isotropic, over ks for almost every place
s of k [20, Ex. 5.5.3]. Denote by A the finitely many places s such that G is
anisotropic over ks and set GA =

∏
s∈A G(ks). By [26, Theorem 3.4(1)], G is

defined over OS0 , where S0 is a finite set of k containing all archimedean ones.
Let S be a finite set of places of k which includes S0 \ A and is disjoint from A.
Set GS =

∏
s∈S G(ks), KS =

∏
s/∈S∪A G(Os), consider GA ×GS ×KS as an open

subgroup of the adele group G = G(A(k)) and note that

G ∼= colim
S

GA ×GS ×KS.

Therefore the n-cochain group C(Gn, V ) ∼= C(Gn+1, V )G is the inverse limit

C(Gn, V ) ∼= lim
S

C((GA ×GS ×KS)
n, V ).

The structure maps of the limit are surjective since we extend any continuous
map on (GA × GS × KS)

n to (GA × GS′ × KS′)n, where S ⊂ S′, by Dugundji’s
generalization [27, Theorem 4.1] of Tietze’s extension theorem. So the inverse
system on the right satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition. Milnor’s exact sequence
for inverse systems [70, Theorem 3.5.8 on p. 83] now gives

0→ lim1
SH

n−1
c

(
GA×GS×KS , V

)
→ Hn

c

(
G, V

)
→ lim

S
Hn

c

(
GA×GS×KS , V

)
→ 0.

By Theorem 5.6, Hn
c

(
GA×GS×KS, V

)
= 0 for every n < |S| ≤ r(GS) from which

we conclude that H∗
c

(
G, V

)
= 0. �

6. Polynomial cohomology of semisimple groups

Cohomology involving growth restrictions on cochains can be found in a vari-
ety of contexts. Instances include bounded cohomology, ℓ2-cohomology, and the
de Rham cohomology of moderately growing differential forms. In this section,
we study polynomial cohomology (see §6.1 and§6.2), i.e. the group cohomology of
polynomially bounded cochains, as it applies to arithmetic lattices. Connes and
Moscovici first introduced polynomial cohomology in their work on the Novikov
conjecture [25]. In §6.3 we discuss filling functions and isoperimetric inequalities of
lattices in semisimple groups. A crucial ingredient for this paper are two theorems
from geometric group theory: Theorem 6.10 by Leuzinger-Young and Theorem 6.11
by Bestvina-Eskin-Wortman presented in §6.3.

Isoperimetric inequalities in groups and polynomial cohomology will be related
first in Proposition 6.13 and then in Proposition 6.14 in §6.4. The relation between
polynomial filling functions and the fact that the comparison map from polynomial
to ordinary cohomology is an isomorphism was first observed by Ogle [58]. Ji-
Ramsey [41] clarified that Ogle’s definition coincides (up to polynomial equivalence)
with the usual definition (see Lemma 6.7). In the proof of [41, Theorem 2.6] they
implicitly use however another definition of polynomial filling function which corre-
sponds to the contractibility of the chain complex (12). We believe that this causes
a problem for the (1) ⇒ (3)-direction of [41, Theorem 2.6]. The aforementioned
Proposition 6.14, which we prove from scratch, generalizes the (3)⇒ (1)-direction
of [41, Theorem 2.6].
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A major insight of the present paper is to use tools from geometric group the-
ory and the polynomial cohomology to prove a version of the Shapiro lemma in
low degrees for non-uniform lattices in §6.6. One may see this as a far-reaching
generalization of ideas of Shalom about 1-cohomology and unitary induction of
square-integrable lattices [63].

6.1. Definition of polynomial cohomology. Let G be a compactly generated
locally compact second countable group. Let l : G → [0,∞] be the word length
function associated with a compact generating set in G. Let V be a unitary G-
representation.

We consider the (continuous) homogeneous bar complex C(G∗+1, V ) for G with
coefficients in V . A cochain f ∈ C(Gn+1, V ) is polynomial if there are constants
C > 0 and k ∈ N such that

‖f(g0, . . . , gn)‖ ≤ C ·
(
1 + l(g0) + · · ·+ l(gn)

)k

for all (g0, . . . , gn) ∈ Gn+1. The polynomial cochains form a G-invariant subcom-
plex of the homogeneous bar resolution C(G∗+1, V ) of continuous cochains which we
call the polynomial chain complex Cpol

(
Gn+1, V

)
. The diagonalG-action on the ho-

mogeneous bar resolution restricts to a G-action on the polynomial chain complex.
The polynomial cohomology of G with coefficients in a unitary G-representation V
is defined as

Hn
pol(G;V ) = Hn

(
C∗

pol(G, V )G
)
,

see [25, p. 384]. The inclusion of the polynomial chain complex into the homoge-
neous bar complex induces a natural homomorphism

H∗
pol(G;V )→ H∗

c (G;V ),

which we call the comparison map.
Since all word metrics of a compactly generated group are quasi-isometric the

definition of polynomial cohomology is independent of the choice of l.
In the case of a semisimple group G in the sense of Setup §2 or in the case

of a semisimple Lie group G with finite center we will pass from the polynomial
cohomology of a lattice Γ < G to the polynomial cohomology of G and back. Thus
it is important that the restriction of a word length function of G is a word length
function of Γ. This is provided by the following remarkable theorem of Lubotzky-
Mozes-Raghunathan [50] which we will use implicitly throughout. Note that the
interesting case is the one of non-uniform lattices.

Theorem 6.1 (Lubotzky-Mozes-Raghunathan). Let G be a semisimple group of
higher rank or a semisimple Lie group of higher rank with finite center. Let Γ < G
be an irreducible lattice. Then the restriction of a word length function of G to Γ
is a word length function of Γ.

The above theorem is proved in the context of semisimple groups as in §2. But it
follows for semisimple Lie groups with finite center from that fact that every metric
quasi-isometric to a word metric is a word metric and the following remark.

Remark 6.2. If G is a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center Z, then
G/Z is a finite index subgroup of a semisimple group in the sense of Setup 2
(See [72, Proposition 3.1.6 on p. 35]. In particular, such G is quasi-isometric to a
semisimple group in the sense of Setup 2.
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6.2. Homological algebra for polynomial cohomology. For the case of dis-
crete groups we review a characterization of polynomial cohomology in the sense
of relative homological algebra over the Fréchet algebra S(Γ) defined below. This
approach to polynomial cohomology was first taken by Ji [40], and was much de-
veloped much further by Meyer in the setting of bornological modules [55, 56].

Relative homological algebra over a Fréchet algebra A is quite similar to the
relative homological for continuous group cohomology as in [11]. A (continuous)
A-module is a Fréchet space M with a continuous bilinear map A × M → M
satisfying the usual properties. Morphisms between A-modules are continuous A-
linear maps. The category of A-modules is not an abelian category but an exact
category in the sense of Quillen where the class of extensions are the ones with a
continuous C-linear section. Therefore the notions of exact sequences, resolutions
and projectivity are understood in the sense of relative homological algebra, that
is, assuming the existence of continuous C-linear sections or chain contractions. We
tacitly assume this when speaking about A-resolutions and exactness of a sequence
of A-modules. For instance, the exactness of a chain complex of A-modules

0←M0
∂0←−M1

∂1←− . . .
∂n−1
←−−−Mn

means that there are C-linear continuous sections of the maps im(∂i−1) ← Mi.
Equivalently, there is a C-linear continuous contracting chain homotopy up to de-
gree n. We also tacitly assume a A-linear map to be continuous.

Let ⊗̂ denote the projective tensor product. A free A-module is a module of the
form A⊗̂M with the obvious A-action. Every free module is projective. See [55,56]
for a background reference.

For a function f : Γ → C we set pk(f) =
∑

γ∈Γ |f(γ)|(1 + l(γ))k. Let S(Γ) be
the convolution algebra

S(Γ) =
{
f : Γ→ C | ∀k∈N pk(f) <∞

}
.

This is a Fréchet algebra with regard to the family of norms pk. The group algebra
CΓ densely embeds into S(Γ). The trivial S(Γ)-module C has a canonical free
S(Γ)-resolution

0← C← S(Γ)← S(Γ)⊗
2

← S(Γ)⊗
3

← . . .

which is the completion of the standard “bar” CΓ-resolution of C.
Let X be a free simplicial Γ-complex whose skeleta are cocompact. We equip

X with the path length metric that on each d-simplex is the one of the standard
Euclidean d-simplex. We choose a base vertex v0 in X . Each (ordered) simplex
s is weighted by the distance of its first vertex to v0 which we denote by w(s).
We define the chain complex SCcell

∗ (X) as the completion of the complex cellular
chain complex Ccell

∗ (X,C) with regard to the family of norms (pXk )k≥1, where for a
cellular d-chain c =

∑
σ aσ · σ we set

(11) pXk (c) =
∑

σ

|aσ|(1 + w(σ))k .

The d-skeleton of X only has finitely many orbits of cells, and each cellular chain
group is a finitely generated free CΓ-module. If σ0 is a d-simplex then the function
γ 7→ w(γσ0) is equivalent to the length function l. This implies that the choice
of a d-simplex in each orbit yields a continuous isomorphism S(Γ)ld ∼= SCcell

d (X)
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where ld is the number of orbits. Therefore the inclusion Ccell
∗ (X,C) →֒ SCcell

∗ (X)
induces an isomorphism

(12) S(Γ) ⊗CΓ Ccell
∗ (X,C) ∼= S(Γ)l∗ ∼= SCcell

∗ (X).

Lemma 6.3. Let V be a unitary Γ-representation. The inclusion

C[Γn+1] = C[Γ]⊗ · · · ⊗ C[Γ] ⊂ S(Γ) ⊗̂ . . . ⊗̂ S(Γ)

induces an isomorphism

Cpol(Γ
n+1, V )Γ ∼= homS(Γ)

(
S(Γ) ⊗̂ . . . ⊗̂ S(Γ), V

)
.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that the projective tensor prod-
uct S(Γ)⊗̂ . . . ⊗̂S(Γ) is the completion of C[Γn+1] with respect to the family (qk)

qk
( ∑

γ̄∈Γn+1

aγ̄(γ0, . . . , γn)
)
=

∑

γ̄∈Γn+1

|aγ̄ |
(
1 + l(γ0) + · · ·+ l(γn)

)k

of norms. �

Proposition 6.4. Let X be a contractible free simplicial Γ-complex with finite
(d+ 1)-skeleton such that 0← C← SCcell

0 (X)← · · · ← SCcell
d+1(X) is exact. Let V

be a unitary Γ-representation. Then the comparison map Hi
pol(Γ, V ) → Hi(Γ, V )

is an isomorphism for 0 ≤ i ≤ d and a monomorphism for i = d+ 1.

Proof. The truncation of the cellular chain complex

(13) 0← C← Ccell
0 (X,C)← · · · ← Ccell

d+1(X,C)

is exact and consists of finitely generated free CΓ-modules. By assumption and (12),
the complex (13) stays exact after tensoring with S(Γ); we extend it to a free S(Γ)-
resolution S∗ of C so that Si = S(Γ)⊗CΓC

cell
i (X,C) for i ≤ d+1. Using projectivity

of S(Γ) ⊗CΓ Ccell
∗ (X,C) and exactness of S∗, we obtain a S(Γ)-chain map

f∗ : S(Γ) ⊗CΓ Ccell
∗ (X,C)→ S∗

that is the identity up to degree d+ 1. We choose a CΓ-linear chain map

Ccell
∗ (X,C)→ C[Γ∗+1] = CΓ⊗∗+1

between the two projective CΓ-resolutions. It extends to a S(Γ)-chain map

S(Γ)⊗CΓ Ccell
∗ (X,C)→ S(Γ)⊗

∗+1

.

By the fundamental theorem of homological algebra, we obtain a S(Γ)-chain ho-
motopy equivalence

S∗ → S(Γ)
⊗∗+1

so that all three chain maps form a homotopy-commutative triangle. Hence we
obtain an induced homotopy-commutative diagram:

homS(Γ)

(
S(Γ)⊗

∗+1

, V
)

homS(Γ)

(
S∗, V

)

homS(Γ)

(
S(Γ) ⊗CΓ Ccell

∗ (X,C), V
)

homCΓ

(
CΓ⊗∗+1

, V
)

homCΓ

(
Ccell

∗ (X,C), V
)

≃

f∗

∼=

≃
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The left vertical restriction map induces the comparison map. Every arrow except
the left vertical and f∗ are chain homotopy equivalences or chain isomorphisms. It
is clear that f∗ is an isomorphism up to degree d+1 and hence induces a cohomology
isomorphism up to degree d and a cohomology monomorphism in degree d+1. Thus
so does the left vertical map too. �

Proposition 6.5. Let X be a contractible free simplicial Γ-complex with cocom-
pact (d+ 1)-skeleton. Let V be a unitary Γ-representation. Let h∗ : Ccell

∗ (X,C)→
Ccell

∗+1(X,C) be a chain contraction such that hi is continuous for every 0 ≤ i ≤ d

where Ccell
∗ (X,C) carries the subspace topology from SCcell

∗ (X). Then the compar-

ison map Hd+1
pol (Γ, V )→ Hd+1(Γ, V ) is surjective.

In the context of relative homological algebra, the exactness of the sequence
of S(Γ)-modules in Proposition 6.4 assumes the existence of a continuous C-linear
homotopy. The assumption of the above Proposition says that the continuous linear
homotopy that makes 0 ← C ← SCcell

0 (X) ← · · · ← SCcell
d+1(X) exact restricts to

the dense subspaces Ccell
∗ (X,C).

Proof. We endow CΓ⊗∗+1

with the subspace topology inherited from its dense em-

bedding into S(Γ)⊗̂
∗+1

.

Inductively and using h∗, we construct a CΓ-chain map g∗ : CΓ⊗∗+1

→ Ccell
∗ (X,C)

that is continuous up to degree d+1. In degree zero it comes from a choice of a base

vertex in X . Suppose g0, . . . , gk are already constructed. The CΓ-module CΓ⊗k+1

is

free. We define gk+1 on the CΓ-basis {1}×Γk+1 ⊂ C[Γk+2] ⊂ CΓ⊗k+2

as hk ◦ gk ◦∂
and extend it by equivariance to a CΓ-map. Since each hi is continuous for i ≤ d,
the maps g0, . . . , gd+1 are continuous. As a map between projective CΓ-resolutions,
g∗ is automatically a chain homotopy equivalence.

Let z ∈ homCΓ

(
CΓ⊗d+2

, V
)
be a (d + 1)-cocycle. Up to adding a coboundary

to z, we may assume that there is cocycle z′ ∈ homCΓ

(
Ccell

d+1(X,C), V
)
such that

z′ ◦ gd+1 = z. The cocycle z′ is automatically continuous. By continuity of gd+1,
the cocycle z is continuous which means that z is polynomial by Lemma 6.3. �

6.3. Filling functions of lattices in semisimple groups. We review the filling
functions of a group which are higher-dimensional analogs of the Dehn function.

Let X be a simplicial complex or a Riemannian manifold. In the former case we
equip every simplex with the metric of the Euclidean standard simplex and X with
the induced path length metric.

A Lipschitz singular chain in X is a singular chain such that each singular

simplex is Lipschitz. The chain complex of Lipschitz singular chains C lip
∗ (X) is a

subcomplex of the singular chain complex C∗(Y ). Let c =
∑n

i=1 aiσi be a Lipschitz

singular (d−1)-chain. The (d−1)-volume vold−1(σi) of the singular (d−1)-simplex
σi : ∆

d−1 → X is defined as

vold−1(σi) =

∫

∆d−1

|Jσi
(x)|dx.

The Jacobian is almost everywhere defined by Rademacher’s theorem. The mass
of c is defined as

mass(c) =

n∑

i=1

|ai| · vol
d−1(σi).
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The filling volume of a (integral) cycle c ∈ C lip
d−1(X,Z) is defined as

FVd
X(c) = inf

b∈Clip
d

(X,Z)
∂b=c

mass(b)

Let X be (d − 1)-connected. We define the d-dimensional filling function FVd
X of

X as

(14) FVd
X(v) = sup

c∈Clip
d−1(X,Z)

∂c=0,mass(c)≤v

FVd(c).

We say that the filling function is polynomial if there is some k ∈ N and C > 0
such that FVd(v) ≤ C · vk for every v ≥ 1.

Next we review two combinatorial analogs of the filling function for a simplicial
complex X or, slightly more general, for a CW-complex X where each cell is iso-
metric to a convex Euclidean polyhedron and the attaching maps are isometries.
On each cellular chain group Ccell

i (X) of X we consider both the ℓ1-norm ‖ ‖ with
respect to the basis of i-cells and the norm pX1 defined in (11). These norms take
integer values on Ccell

d (X,Z).
The combinatorial filling volume of an (integral) cycle c ∈ Ccell

d−1(X,Z) is defined
as

cFVd(c) = min
b∈Ccell

d (X,Z)
∂b=c

‖b‖.

The weighted combinatorial filling volume of a cycle c ∈ Ccell
d−1(X,Z) is defined as

cwFVd(c) = min
b∈Ccell

d (X,Z)
∂b=c

pX1 (b).

If X is (d−1)-connected, we define the d-th combinatorial filling function cFVd
X

by

(15) cFVd
X(v) = sup

c∈Ccell
d−1(X,Z)

∂c=0,‖c‖≤v

cFVd(c).

The weighted version is defined as

(16) cwFVd
X(v) = sup

c∈Ccell
d−1(X,Z)

∂c=0,pX
1 (c)≤v

cwFVd(c).

The following well-known fact is a consequence of the Federer-Fleming deforma-
tion technique. See [1, Section 2; 30, 10.3] for statements and further references.

Theorem 6.6. Let X be a contractible free simplicial Γ-complex with cocompact
(d+1)-skeleton or a Riemannian manifold on which Γ acts cocompactly and properly
discontinuously by isometries. Then

FVi
X ≈ cFVi

X

for 2 ≤ i ≤ d.

The following is an easier result than the previous theorem. The combinatorial
weighted filling function is asymptotically bounded by the square of the combina-
torial filling function.
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Lemma 6.7 ([41, Corollary 2.5]). Let X be a contractible free simplicial Γ-complex

with cocompact (d+1)-skeleton. For i ≤ d, the function cFVi
X is polynomial if and

only if cwFVi
X is polynomial.

The ⇒-implication of this lemma is needed in the proof of Proposition 6.13. To
rectify a minor oversight in the proof of [41, Corollary 2.5] we present the argument
below.

Proof of ⇒-implication. Suppose that f = cFVi
X is polynomial. Let c be an inte-

gral (i−1)-cycle, and let b be an integral i-chain so that ∂b = c and ‖b‖1 = f(‖c‖1).
We can write b as a sum

∑s
p=1 bp =

∑s
p=1

∑
σ bσ,pσ of chains such that the simplices

σ, bσ,p 6= 0, appearing in each bp form a connected subcomplex and no simplex of bp
has a common vertex with a simplex of bq for any p 6= q. Pick a simplex vp in each
∂bp. Since there is no cancellation between simplices coming from bp and bq for p 6= q
we have

∑s
i=1

(
w(vp)− 1

)
≤ pX1 (c). Hence

∑s
i=1 w(vp) ≤ pX1 (c)+ s ≤ pX1 (c)+ ‖b‖1.

Let Np be the number of simplices in bp. By integrality we have Np ≤ ‖bp‖1. There-
fore, each vertex of a simplex in bp has at most distance ‖bp‖1 from each vertex of
vp. We conclude that

pX1 (b) =

s∑

p=1

∑

σ

|bσ,p|w(σ) ≤
s∑

p=1

∑

σ

|bσ,p|
(
‖bp‖1 + w(vp)

)

≤ ‖b‖21 +
s∑

p

∑

σ

|bσ,p|w(vp)

≤ ‖b‖21 + ‖b‖1 ·
s∑

p=1

w(vp)

≤ ‖b‖21 + ‖b‖1 ·
(
pX1 (c) + ‖b‖1

)

≤ f(‖c‖1)
2 + f(‖c‖1) ·

(
pX1 (c) + f(‖c‖1

))

≤ f
(
pX1 (c)

)2
+ f

(
pX1 (c)

)
·
(
pX1 (c) + f

(
pX1 (c)

))
.

Hence cwFVi
X(v) ≤ f(v)2 + f(v) · (v + f(v)) is also polynomial. �

Definition 6.8. Let Γ be a finitely generated group. We define the polynomial
filling rank as

rankpol Γ = sup
{
d ∈ {3, 4, . . .} | Γ is of type Fd–1 and

FVi
Γ is polynomial for all 2 ≤ i < d

}
∈ N ∪ {∞}

provided the set over which we take the supremum is non-empty. Otherwise we set
rankpol Γ = 2.

The following statement is well known.

Proposition 6.9. A uniform lattice in a semisimple group or connected semisimple
Lie group with finite center has infinite polynomial filling rank.

Proof. By Remark 6.2 we may assume that the ambient group G is semisimple in

the sense of §2. Let Λ < G be a uniform lattice in G ∼=
∏l

i=1 Gi(Fi). Depending on
whether Fi is archimedean or not, let Xi be the symmetric space or the Bruhat-Tits
building associated with Gi(Fi). The product X = X1×· · ·×Xl is a CAT(0)-space
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on which Λ acts properly and cocompactly by isometries. Thus the filling functions
satisfy FVn

X(v) / v
n

n−1 for n ≥ 2 like in the corresponding Euclidean situation [71].
In particular, they are polynomial. By Theorem 6.6 the polynomial filling rank of
Λ is infinite. �

The case of non-uniform lattices is the subject of the next two deep theorems.

Theorem 6.10 (Leuzinger-Young [48, Theorem 1.2]). Let Γ be an non-uniform
irreducible lattice in a connected semisimple Lie group G with a finite center and
without compact factors. Then

rankpol Γ = max{2, rankG}.

If rankG ≥ 3, then

FVi
Γ(v) ≈ v

i
i−1

for all 2 ≤ i < rankG and there is constant c > 0 such that

FVrankG
Γ (v) ' exp

(
c · v

1
k−1

)
.

Theorem 6.11 (Bestvina-Eskin-Wortman [10, Corollary 5]). Let k be a global field
and let G be a connected, absolutely almost simple, isotropic k-algebraic group. Let
S be a finite set of places of k that includes all archimedean ones and let Γ < G(k)
be an S-arithmetic subgroup. Then rankpol Γ ≥ |S| − 2.

Remark 6.12. In [48, Theorem 1.2] it is assumed that G is centerfree and in
[10, Corollary 5] it is assumed that Γ = G(OS). Since the filling functions are
quasi-isometry invariants these assumptions could be relaxed as above. Note also
that what Bestvina-Eskin-Wortman call an m-dimensional isoperimetric inequality
corresponds to an (m − 1)-dimensional isoperimetric inequality in the paper by
Leuzinger-Young.

Proposition 6.13. Let d = rankpol Γ − 2. Let X be a contractible free simplicial
Γ-complex with cocompact (d + 1)-skeleton. Then there is a chain contraction h∗ :
Ccell

∗ (X,C) → Ccell
∗+1(X,C) such that hi is continuous for every 0 ≤ i ≤ d when

Ccell
∗ (X,C) carries the subspace topology from SCcell

∗ (X).

Proof. Recall that the topology on SCcell
∗ (X) is given by the family of norms in (11).

Note that a homomorphism f : Ccell
i (X,C)→ Ccell

i+1(X,C) is continuous if for every

r ∈ N there is s ∈ N and c > 0 such that pXr (f(x)) ≤ c ·pXs (x) for every i-chain x, or
equivalently, for every i-cell x. Now suppose that f is integral, that is, f restricts to
a homomorphism Ccell

i (X,Z) → Ccell
i+1(X,Z). Then continuity of f already follows

if there is s ∈ N, c > 0 such that pX1 (f(e)) ≤ c · pXs (e) for every i-cell e since for
an integral chain f(e) we have pXr (f(e)) ≤ pX1 (f(e))r and for every cell e we have
pXs (e)r = pXr+s(e).

We construct h∗ inductively. We define h−1 : C→ Ccell
0 (X,C) to be the map that

sends 1 to a base vertex v0. For a vertex v, let h0(v) ∈ Ccell
1 (X,C) be a simplicial

geodesic from v to v0. Obviously, h0 is continuous, integral and ∂h0 + h−1∂ = id.
Suppose there are continuous and integral homomorphisms hi : C

cell
i (X,C) →

Ccell
i+1(X,C) for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 such that ∂hi + hi−1∂ = id for every 0 ≤ i ≤

k − 1. If k − 1 < d, for every k-cell e ∈ Ccell
k (X,Z) ⊂ Ccell

k (X,C) we choose

an optimal boundary b ∈ Ccell
k+1(X,Z), that is cwFVk+1

X (e′) = pX1 (b), of the k-

cycle e′ = e − hk−1(∂e). By Theorem 6.6 and Lemma 6.7, the function cwFVi
X
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is polynomial for 1 ≤ i < rankpol Γ. Since k + 1 ≤ d + 1 < rankpol Γ there is an
exponent s ∈ N and c > 0 such that

pX1 (b) ≤ c · pX1 (e′)s

for every k-cell e. If k − 1 ≥ d we pick any coboundary b. By setting hk(e) = b
for every k-cell e we obtain a homomorphism Ccell

k (X,C) → Ccell
k+1(X,C). Let

k − 1 < d. By continuity of hk−1 there is an exponent t ∈ N and c̃ > 0 such that
pX1 (e′) ≤ c̃ · pXt (e) for every k-cell e. Hence we obtain that

pX1
(
hk(e)

)
= pX1 (b) ≤ c · pX1 (e′)s ≤ c · c̃s · pXt (e)s = c · c̃s · pXt+s(e)

for every k-cell e. This means that hk is continuous. �

6.4. The comparison map and the polynomial filling rank. We combine
the results of Leuzinger-Young and Bestvina-Eskin-Wortman on filling functions
of arithmetic lattices with the homological results in Subsection 6.2 to prove the
bijectivity of the comparison map in low degrees.

Proposition 6.14. Let Γ be a finitely generated group. Let V be a unitary Γ-
representation. Then the comparison map Hi

pol(Γ, V ) → Hi(Γ, V ) is an isomor-
phism for every 0 ≤ i < rankpol Γ.

Proof. The statement follows from Propositions 6.4 and 6.5 and 6.13. �

As a consequence of Proposition 6.9 we obtain:

Corollary 6.15. Let Λ < G be a uniform lattice in either a semisimple group
or a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center. Let V be a unitary Λ-
representation. Then the comparison map Hi

pol(Λ, V ) → Hi(Λ, V ) is an isomor-
phism for every i ≥ 0.

As a consequence of Theorem 6.10 and Theorem 6.11 we obtain the following
two corollaries.

Corollary 6.16. Let Γ be an irreducible lattice in a connected semisimple Lie
group G with a finite center and without compact factors. Let V be a unitary
Γ-representation. Then the comparison map Hi

pol(Γ, V )→ Hi(Γ, V ) is an isomor-

phism for every 0 ≤ i < max{2, rankG}.

Corollary 6.17. Let k be a global field and let G be a connected, absolutely almost
simple, isotropic k-algebraic group. Let S be a finite set of places of k that includes
all archimedean ones and let Γ < G(k) be an S-arithmetic subgroup. Let V be a
unitary Γ-representation. Then the comparison map Hi

pol(Γ, V ) → Hi(Γ, V ) is an

isomorphism for every 0 ≤ i < max{2, |S| − 2}.

6.5. The passage from the lattice to the semisimple group. We examine
the transition between the polynomial cohomology of semisimple (Lie) groups and
the polynomial cohomology of their lattices.

To this end, we need a good understanding of unitary induction in terms of fun-
damental domains and lattice cocycles. Let Γ < G be a lattice in a locally compact
second countable group G. A choice of a measurable Γ-fundamental domain X ⊂ G
determines a measurable function α : G ×X → Γ, called the lattice cocycle for X ,
defined by

α(g, x) = γ ⇔ g−1xγ ∈ X.
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We always assume that 1 ∈ X .
We obtain a left G-action on X via

g · x := gxα(g−1, x).

The lattice cocycle satisfies the cocycle equation

(17) α(gh, x) = α(g, x)α(h, g−1 · x).

The Borel isomorphism X → G/Γ is equivariant with respect to this action and
the left translation action on the target.

Let V be a unitary Γ-representation. We turn L2(X,V ) into a unitary G-
representation via the left G-action:

(18) (g · f)(x) = α(g, x)f(g−1 · x).

It is straightforward to verify that the unitary isomorphism

ω : L2(X,V )
∼=
−→ I2(V ), ω(f)(g) = α(g−1, 1)f

(
gα(g−1, 1)

)

is G-equivariant. A similar statement is true for I2loc(V ) and L2
loc(X,V ).

Definition 6.18. Let Γ be a finitely generated lattice in a compactly generated
locally compact second countable group G with a Haar measure µ. The lattice
Γ < G is universally integrable if there is a measurable fundamental domain X ⊂ G
of Γ such that for the associated lattice cocycle α : G×X → Γ the following holds.

(a) The restriction of the word metric in G to Γ is a quasi-isometric to the word
metric of Γ. We denote the word length in G (and Γ) by l.

(b) There are constants C,D > 0 such that

l(α(g, x)) ≤ C +D · (l(g) + l(x))

for every x ∈ X and every g ∈ G.
(c) For every g ∈ G and every p > 0 we have

∫

X

l
(
α(g, x)

)p
dµ(x) <∞.

In this case, we say that X and α are universally integrable fundamental domain
or lattice cocycle, respectively.

Proposition 6.19. The following four types of lattices are universally integrable:

(1) A uniform lattice in a locally compact second countable group.
(2) An irreducible lattice in semisimple group of higher rank.
(3) An irreducible lattice in a connected semisimple Lie group of higher rank

and with finite center.
(4) If Γ < G is universally integrable and Γ → K is a homomorphism to a

compact group, then the diagonal embedding Γ →֒ G × K is a universally
integrable lattice.

Proof. The first statement is easy to verify since Γ →֒ G is a quasi-isometry. The
second statement is a consequence of Theorem 6.1 for (a); for (b) and (c) we refer
to Shalom’s paper [63, Section 2] for a proof and the relevant references. It is a
consequence of the reduction theorem of Borel-Harish-Chandra-Behr-Harder that
constructs a fundamental domain by generalized Siegel sets. The third statement
is an easy consequence of the second and Remark 6.2.
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For the fourth statement, note that G and G × K are quasi-isometric. Let
α : G × X → Γ be a universally integrable lattice cocycle. Then X × K is a Γ-
fundamental domain of G×K. The associated cocycle α′ : (G×K)× (X×K)→ Γ
satisfies α′((g, k), (x, l)) = α(g, x). Therefore α′ is universally integrable. �

Proposition 6.20. Let Γ < G be a universally integrable lattice. Then the restric-
tion Cpol(G

∗+1, V )→ Cpol(Γ
∗+1, V ) is a Γ-equivariant chain homotopy equivalence.

Proof. Let α : G×X → Γ be a universally integrable lattice cocycle. Let π : G→ Γ
be the map π(g) = α(g, 1) for g ∈ G, that means g−1π(g) ∈ X for g ∈ G. The map
π is Γ-equivariant.

Next we define a chain homotopy inverse J∗ of the restriction map. Let χ : G→
[0,∞) be a continuous function supported in a compact subset K around 1 ∈ G
such that

∫

G

χdµ = 1.

For f ∈ Cpol(Γ
∗+1, V ) we set Jn(f)(g0, . . . , gn) to be

(19)

∫

Gn+1

f(π(h0), . . . , π(hn))χ(g
−1
0 h0) . . . χ(g

−1
n hn)dµ(h0) . . . dµ(hn).

The integral clearly exists since the integrand is zero outside the compact set g0K×
· · · × gnK and the image of a compact subset under π is finite. The cochain In(f)
is polynomial: Since α is universally integrable, there is a linear upper bound of
l(π(h)) by l(h). Since f is a polynomial and continuous cochain there is thus a
polynomial upper bound of ‖f(π(h0), . . . , π(hn))‖ by the lengths of the hi. Since
the integrand is non-zero only if each hi lies in giK and K is compact we obtain a
polynomial upper bound of the integrand of Jn(f)(g0, . . . , gn) by the lengths of the
gi and thus of Jn(f)(g0, . . . , gn) itself. It also easily follows that Jn(f) is continuous
on Gn+1.

Clearly, J∗ is a chain map. It is a Γ-equivariant chain map because of the
invariance of the Haar measure µ and the equivariance of π.

Finally, we show that J∗ is chain homotopy inverse of the restriction res∗. By
discreteness of Γ < G we may assume that the compact support K of the auxiliary
function χ satisfies K ∩ Γ = {1}. Then the integrand in the formula (19) for
Jn(f)(γ0, . . . , γn) where (γ0, . . . , γn) ∈ Γn+1 is constant and equal to f(γ0, . . . , γn).
Therefore, res∗ ◦J∗ = id.

To define the chain homotopy J∗ ◦ res∗ ≃ id we set Sn
i (f)(g0, . . . , gn−1) to be

∫

Gi

f
(
π(h0), . . . , π(hi), gi, . . . , gn−1

)
χ(g−1

0 h0) . . . χ(g
−1
i hi)dµ(h0) . . . dµ(hi)

for every n ≥ 1 and every 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
This defines a homomorphism Sn

i : Cpol(G
n+1, V )Γ → Cpol(G

n, V )Γ which is
proved the same way as for Jn being well defined. We leave it to the reader to
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verify the following simplicial relations:

Sn+1
i ∂n

j = ∂n−1
j−1 S

n
i for 2 ≤ i+ 2 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1

Sn+1
i ∂n

j = ∂n−1
j Sn

i−1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1 ≤ n− 1

Sn+1
i ∂n

i+1 = Sn+1
i+1 ∂n

i+1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

Sn+1
0 ∂n

0 = id

Sn+1
n ∂n

n+1 = Jn ◦ resn

The desired chain homotopy is given as Hn =
∑n−1

i=0 (−1)
iSn

i . A straightforward
calculation yields

∂n−1Hn +Hn+1∂n = id−Jn ◦ resn . �

Theorem 6.21. Let Γ < G be a universally integrable lattice. Then the restriction
H∗

pol(G, V ) → H∗
pol(Γ, V ) is split injective in all degrees. Further, if Γ < G is

uniform, then also the restriction H∗
c (G, V ) → H∗(Γ, V ) is split injective in all

degrees, and the comparison map for G and V is a retract of the comparison map
for Γ and V .

Proof. We factorize the restriction map on the chain level in an obvious way into
two chain maps such that the first chain is split injective and second chain map is
a chain homotopy equivalence:

Cpol(G
∗+1, V )G Cpol(G

∗+1, V )Γ Cpol(Γ
∗+1, V )Γ≃

The second map is a chain homotopy equivalence by Proposition 6.20. It remains
to prove the injectivity of the first map in cohomology. The first chain map has in-
deed a left inverse – indicated by the dotted arrow – that sends f ∈ Cpol(G

n+1, V )Γ

to

(20) (g0, . . . , gn) 7→

∫

G/Γ

gf(g−1g0, . . . , g
−1gn)dµ(g).

The integrand does not depend on the choice of the representative g ∈ G/Γ. Once
we proved that the integral exists and is bounded polynomially in the lengths of the
gi it is obvious that the above map defines a left inverse chain map. Let X ⊂ G be
a universally integrable fundamental domain of Γ. We rewrite the above integral
as ∫

X

xf(x−1g0, . . . , x
−1gn)dµ(x).

As f is a polynomial cochain there is p ∈ N such that
∥∥xf(x−1g0, . . . , x

−1gn)
∥∥ /

(
l(x−1g0)+· · ·+l(x−1gn)

)p
/ l(x)p+l(g0)

p+· · ·+l(gn)
p

for x ∈ X and g0, . . . , gn ∈ G. By universal integrability the integral exists and
∫

X

xf(x−1g0, . . . , x
−1gn)dµ(x) / l(g0)

p + · · ·+ l(gn)
p.

For the statement about the ordinary cohomology, we assume now that Γ < G is
uniform. The formula (20) defines a left inverse of the restriction C(G∗+1, V )G →
C(G∗+1, V )Γ: The integral overG/Γ of a continuous cochain exists by compactness.
Since the left inverses for the polynomial and ordinary chain complexes are given by
the same expression (20), the comparison map for G is a retract of the one of Γ. �
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6.6. The comparison and restriction map for semisimple groups and their

lattices. In this section we state and prove Theorem 6.23 and some of its appli-
cations. This theorem is an extension of the classical Shapiro Lemma, which was
discussed in §3.3 in the setting of cocompact lattices and involves the induction mod-
ules I2(V ) and I2loc(V ) which were introduce there. We will now review the general
setting of the Shapiro Lemma for a locally compact second countable group G and
a lattice Γ < G, which is not necessarily cocompact.

The chain complex C(G∗+1, V ) is contained in the chain complex L2
loc(G

∗+1, V )
of locally square-integrable functions. The inclusion is a chain homotopy equiva-
lence [11, 3.5. Corollaire], so both complexes compute the continuous group coho-
mology H∗

c (G, V ). The chain map

(21) L2
loc(G

∗+1, V )Γ
∼=
−→ L2

loc

(
G∗+1, I2loc(V )

)G

that sends f : Gn+1 → V to (g0, . . . , gn; g) 7→ f(g−1g0, . . . g
−1gn) is an isomor-

phism [11, 8.6 Proposition].
Let X ⊂ G be a fundamental domain of Γ, and let α be the associated lattice

cocycle and π(g) = α(g, 1). The map π : G→ Γ is Γ-equivariant and measurable.

Lemma 6.22. The map C(Γ∗+1, V )Γ → L2
loc(G

∗+1, V )Γ, f 7→ f(π( ), . . . , π( )), is
a chain homotopy equivalence.

Proof. The map π maps compact sets to finite sets. Therefore the image of f is
locally square-integrable. It is obvious that f is chain map. By [11, 3.2.1 Propo-
sition and 3.4 Théorème] the chain complex L2

loc(G
∗+1, V ) is a strong relatively

injective Γ-resolution of V . The same is true for C(Γ∗+1, V ). By the fundamental
theorem of relative homological algebra [11, 2.9 Proposition] the chain map is a
chain homotopy equivalence. �

Let us consider the homomorphism

(22) Hi
c(G, I2(V ))→ Hi(Γ, V )

which is induced by the composition of chain maps

L2
loc

(
G∗+1, I2(V )

)G
→ L2

loc

(
G∗+1, I2loc(V )

)G ∼=←− L2
loc(G

∗+1, V )Γ
≃
←− C(Γ∗+1, V )Γ.

The second map is the chain isomorphism (21), the third map is any chain homotopy
inverse of the map in Lemma 6.22. The first map is induced by the continuous
inclusion I2(V ) →֒ I2loc(V ) of Fréchet spaces.

Theorem 6.23. Let Γ < G be a universally integrable lattice. Let V be a unitary
Γ-representation. The homomorphism (22) is surjective for every degree 0 ≤ i <
rankpol Γ. In case V is a G-representation, the composition of (22) with the map
Hi

c(G, V ) → Hi
c(G, I2(V )) induced by the inclusion V →֒ I2(V ) is the restriction

map Hi
c(G, V )→ Hi(Γ, V ).

Proof. Consider the following chain map which we refer to as the induction map,

I∗ : Cpol(Γ
∗+1, V

)Γ
→ L2

loc

(
G∗+1, L2(X,V )

)G

I(f)(g0, . . . , gn)(x) = f(α(g0, x), . . . , α(gn, x)).

We assume that α is universally integrable and verify that I∗ is well defined. Let f
be a polynomial cochain of the left hand side. The G-invariance of I(f) is a direct
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consequence of (17) and (18). There is k ∈ N such that

‖f(g0, . . . , gn)‖ /
(
l(g0) + · · ·+ l(gn)

)k
/ l(g0)

k + . . . l(gn)
k

for (n + 1)-tuples in G. By universal integrability it follows that I(f)(g0, . . . , gn)
is square integrable over X for every (g0, . . . , gn) ∈ Gn+1. Similarly, I(f) is locally
square integrable. Consider the following diagram

Cpol

(
Γ∗+1, V

)Γ
L2
loc

(
G∗+1, L2(X,V )

)G

L2
loc

(
G∗+1, L2

loc(X,V )
)G

C
(
Γ∗+1, V

)Γ
L2
loc

(
G∗+1, V

)Γ

I∗

≃

∼=

Let f be an element in the left top corner. If we send f via the lower path to the mid-
dle module we obtain the cochain (g0, . . . , gn;x) 7→ f(π(x−1g0), . . . , π(x

−1gn)). Via
the upper path we obtain the cochain (g0, . . . , gn;x) 7→ f(α(g0, x), . . . , α(gn, x)).
One easily sees that α(g, x) = π(x−1g). So the diagram commutes.

Taking cohomology, the diagram shows that the comparison homomorphism
H∗

pol(Γ, V )→ H∗(Γ, V ) is the composition of H∗(I∗) and the map (22). Thus (22)
is surjective whenever the comparison map is surjective. Proposition 6.14 concludes
the proof of the first statement. The second statement is straightforward. �

We prove that the comparison map for semisimple groups is an isomorphism.
This will yield injectivity of the restriction map from a semisimple group to a
lattice in low degrees.

Theorem 6.24. Assume that G is a compactly generated locally compact second
countable group that has a uniform lattice whose polynomial filling rank is ∞. Then
the comparison map H∗

pol(G;V ) → H∗
c (G;V ) is an isomorphism in all degrees for

every unitary G-representation V .

Proof. Let V be a unitary G-representation. Choose a uniform lattice Λ < G. The
comparison map H∗

pol(Λ, V ) → H∗(Λ, V ) is an isomorphism by Proposition 6.15.

Since the comparison map H∗
pol(G, V )→ H∗

c (G, V ) is a retract of the isomorphism

H∗
pol(Λ, V )→ H∗(Λ, V ) by Theorem 6.21, it is itself an isomorphism. �

The previous theorem in combination with Proposition 6.9 implies the following
result.

Theorem 6.25. Every semisimple group and every connected semisimple Lie group
with finite center satisfies the assumption of Theorem 6.24. In particular, for such
a group G, the comparison map H∗

pol(G;V ) → H∗
c (G;V ) is an isomorphism in all

degrees for every unitary G-representation V .

Theorem 6.26. Let G be a group satisfying the assumption of Theorem 6.24. If
Γ < G is a universally integrable lattice, then the restriction Hi

c(G, V )→ Hi(Γ, V )
is injective for every 0 ≤ i < rankpol Γ.
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Proof. The square with restriction maps as horizontal arrows and comparison maps
as vertical arrows commutes.

H∗
pol(G, V ) H∗

pol(Γ, V )

H∗
c (G, V ) H∗(Γ, V )

∼= ∼=

The left vertical map is an isomorphism in all degrees by assumption. The right
vertical map is an isomorphism in degrees below rankpol Γ by Proposition 6.14. The
upper horizontal map is injective by Proposition 6.21. This finishes the proof. �

7. Proofs of the main theorems and additional results

In the first two subsections we prove the theorems stated in the introduction and
also present some additional results. In §7.3 we discuss the role of G being simply
connected (or not) in Theorem F and introduce Theorem 7.4. Finally, in §7.4 we
completely determine the cohomological unitary dual of G(k) using Theorems E
and 7.3 – despite the fact that G(k) is not a type I group and there is no chance
to determine the whole unitary dual.

7.1. Theorems about lattices in Lie groups. Below we prove Theorems B, C,
and D.

We describe the common starting point of Theorems B, C, and D before we
delve into the specific cases. In Theorem D we define V0 to be the subspace of
G-continuous vectors as in Definition 5.11.

In all cases we may and will assume that G is of higher rank since the degree 0
case is obvious (Theorem B), follows from Howe-Moore (Theorem C) or follows from
V G
0 = V Γ (Theorem D) according to the discussion after Definition 5.11. We will

use the polynomial filling rank of Γ given in Definition 6.8. By Theorem 6.10 and
Proposition 6.9 it satisfies rankpol Γ = rankG if Γ is non-uniform or rankpol Γ =∞
if Γ is uniform. Moreover, by Proposition 6.19(3), in all three cases Γ < G is a
universally integrable lattice, as defined in Definition6.18.

Conclusion of proof of Theorem B. Using Lemma 3.4, we assume that G has no
compact factors. By Theorem 3.18, G has property (Tr0(G)−1). By Theorem 6.23
we have an epimorphism

Hj
c (G, I2(V ))→ Hj(Γ, V ).

for every j < rankG ≤ rankpol Γ. Thus, if V
Γ = I2(V )G = 0, then Hj

c (G, I2(V )) =
0 for j < n+ 1 = min{r0(G), rank(G)} and we conclude that Γ has property (Tn).
If m+ 1 equals the minimal rank of a simple factor of G then m ≤ n, thus both G
and Γ have property (Tm). This finishes the proof. �

Conclusion of proof of Theorem C. Let 0 ≤ j < rankG. By Theorem 6.25, G
satisfies the assumption of Theorem 6.24. The injectivity of the restriction map
Hj

c (G, V ) → Hj(Γ, V ) follows from Theorem 6.26. By Corollary 4.15 and Theo-
rem 5.8 and r(G) ≥ rankG, Hj

c

(
G,L2

0(G/Γ)⊗̄V
)
= 0. Thus, the map

Hj
c (G, V )→ Hj

c

(
G,L2

0(G/Γ)⊗̄V
)
∼= Hj

c

(
G, I2(V )

)

induced by the inclusion V →֒ I2(V ) is an isomorphism. We conclude by Theo-
rem 6.23 that Hj

c (G, V )→ Hj(Γ, V ) is surjective. �
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Proof of Theorem D. The theorem clearly follows from Theorem C, once we show
Hj(Γ, V ⊥

0 ) = 0. We thus assume that V = V ⊥
0 , that is, V0 = 0, and will show that

Hj(Γ, V ) = 0. Every almost simple factors Gi of G has T since G does. By the
discussion after Definition 5.11, I2(V )Gi = 0. Hence I2(G) has no almost invariant
vectors as a Gi-representation. By Theorem 5.8 and r(G) ≥ rankG we get that
Hj

c (G, I2(V )) = 0, whence Hj(Γ, V ) = 0 by Theorem 6.23. �

7.2. Theorems about adelic groups. The next result is an analogue of The-
orem D, where G is more general, but the bound on the cohomology degrees is
worse.

Theorem 7.1. Let k be a number field and let O be its ring of integers. Let S be a
non-empty finite set of places of k that includes all archimedean places. Let OS ⊂ k
be the ring of S-integers of k. Let G be a connected, simply connected, isotropic
and absolutely almost simple k-algebraic group that is defined over OS .

Set Γ = G(OS), G =
∏

s∈S G(ks) and K =
∏

s/∈S G(Os) and consider Γ as a
lattice in G×K via the obvious embedding.

Then for every unitary representation V of G×K and for every 0 ≤ i < |S|− 1,
the restriction Hi

c(G×K,V )→ Hi(Γ, V ) is an isomorphism.

Proof. By Theorem 6.11 we have that rankpol Γ ≥ |S| − 2. If |S| = 1 then the
statement is empty, thus we assume as we may that Γ is of higher rank. We
consider a unitary representation V of G ×K and i < |S| − 2 and the comparison
map Hi

c(G, V )→ Hi(Γ, V ).
Every simple factor of G is a compactly generated group by [51, Chapter I,

Corollary (2.3.5)] which has a cocompact lattice by [14], hence so is the case also
for G. By Proposition 6.9 we get that G is a compactly generated group which has
a cocompact lattice Λ whose polynomial filling rank is∞. Viewing Λ as a lattice in
G×K, we get that alsoG×K is a compactly generated group which has a cocompact
lattice whose polynomial filling rank is ∞. By Proposition 6.19(2) the projection
of Γ to G is universally integrable, thus by Proposition 6.19(4), Γ is universally
integrable in G ×K. By Theorem 6.26 the restriction Hi

c(G ×K,V ) → Hi(Γ, V )
is injective.

We note that (G ×K)/Γ embeds (G ×K)-equivariantly as an open subset into
G(A(k))/G(k), thus we get embeddings of unitary G×K-representations,

(
L2
0

(
(G×K)/Γ

)
⊗̄V

)K

→֒ L2
0

(
(G×K)/Γ

)
⊗̄V →֒ L2

0

(
G(A(k))/G(k)

)
⊗̄V.

By Corollary 4.12, for every s ∈ S the representation on the right does not have
G(ks)-almost invariant vectors. It follows that also the representation on the
left does not have G(ks)-almost invariant vectors. By Theorem 5.6 we get that
H∗

c (G, (L2
0(G × K/Γ)⊗̄V )K) = 0 and we conclude by Lemma 3.4 that H∗

c (G ×
K,L2

0(G×K/Γ)⊗̄V ) = 0. Thus the map

Hi
c

(
G×K,V

)
→ H∗

c

(
G×K,L2

(
(G×K)/Γ

)
⊗̄V

)
∼= H∗

c

(
G×K, I2V

)

induced by the inclusion V →֒ I2V is an isomorphism. We conclude by Theo-
rem 6.23 that Hi

c(G×K,V )→ Hi(Γ, V ) is surjective. �

Conjecturally, the bound on the cohomology degrees in Theorem 7.1 could be
improved. Nevertheless, this bound is good enough for the following proof.
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Proof of Theorem E. By forming a suitable restriction of scalars, we may assume
that G is absolutely almost simple see [64, 3.1.2]. The restriction of scalars is
compatible with the structure of the adelic group as a topological group by [26,
Example 4.2]. Denote Γ = G(k) and G = G(A(k)). If G is k-anisotropic then
Γ < G is cocompact and we are left, as in the proof of Theorem 5.9, to show that
H∗

c

(
G,L2

0(G/Γ)⊗̄V
)
= 0. This follows from Corollary 4.12 and Theorem 5.15. We

thus assume from now on that G is k-isotropic.
By [26, Theorem 3.4(1)], G is defined over OS0 , where S0 is a finite set of places

of k, containing all archimedean ones. Let S be a finite non-empty set of places
of k containing S0. Let AS(k) ⊂ A(k) be the open subring of the adeles of k that
are integral at all places away from S. The topological ring A(k) is a colimit of the
rings AS(k). Similarly, by [26, Theorem 3.4(1)],

G(A(k)) ∼= colim
S

G
(
AS(k)

)
.

Therefore the n-cochain group C
(
G(A(k))n, V

)
∼= C

(
G(A(k))n+1, V

)G(A(k))
for

G(A(k)) is the inverse limit

C
(
G(A(k))n, V

)
∼= lim

S
C
(
G(AS(k))

n, V
)
.

The structure maps of the limit are surjective since we extend any continuous map
on G(AS(k)) to G(AS′(k)), where S ⊂ S′, by Dugundji’s generalization [27, Theo-
rem 4.1] of Tietze’s extension theorem. So the inverse system on the right satisfies
the Mittag-Leffler condition. The rows in the following commutative diagram are
the Milnor exact sequences for inverse systems [70, Theorem 3.5.8 on p. 83]. The
vertical arrow are the restriction maps.

lim1
S Hn−1

c

(
G(AS(k), V

)
Hn

c

(
G(A(k), V

)
limS Hn

c

(
G(AS(k), V

)

lim1
S Hn−1

(
G(OS), V

)
Hn

(
G(k), V

)
limS Hn

(
G(OS), V

)

It suffices to show that for fixed n the restriction

(23) Hn
c

(
G(AS(k)), V

)
→ Hn

(
G(OS), V

)

is an isomorphism for |S| ≫ 1. In view of [26, Theorem 3.6], this follows from
Theorem 7.1. �

Remark 7.2. Note that the only uses of the assumption thatG is simply connected
in the proofs of Theorem 7.1 and Theorem E were via Corollary 4.12. The proofs in
fact show that, even without this assumption, the conclusion of Theorem E holds
true for every unitary representation U of G(A(k)) such that for every place s of
k, the representation L2

0(G(A(k))/G(k))⊗̄U does not have G(ks)-almost invariant
vectors.

Theorem 7.3. Let k be a number field and let G be a connected, simply connected
almost simple group. Assume that G(ks) has property T for every place s of k. Let
V be a unitary G(k)-representation. Then there exists a G(k)-subrepresentation
V0 on which the representation extends to G(A(k)) such that H∗(G(k), V ⊥

0 ) = 0.
In particular, the maps

H∗
c (G(A(k)), V0)→ H∗(G(k), V0)→ H∗(G(k), V )
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are isomorphisms, where the first map comes from the restriction from G(A(k)) to
G(k) and the second map comes from the inclusion of V0 in V .

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem E, we may and will assume that G is absolutely
almost simple. We set Γ = G(k), G = G(A(k)) and Gs = G(ks) for every place
s of k. Denote by A the finite set of places s such that G is ks-anisotropic. By
strong approximation [51, II, Theorem 6.8], for every place s /∈ A, the image of Γ
is dense in G/Gs. For s 6∈ A, we let Vs be the maximal subrepresentation of V on
which the Γ-action extends to G/Gs (see the discussion after Definition 5.11). Let
V0 be the closure of the sum of the spaces Vs, s /∈ A. We note that the Γ-action
on V0 extends to a G-action in a unique way. In view of Theorem E, we are left to
show that H∗(Γ, V ⊥

0 ) = 0. We may assume that V = V ⊥
0 , that is, Vs = 0 for every

s /∈ A and will show that H∗(Γ, V ) = 0.
IfG is k-anisotropic this follows from Shapiro Lemma. Indeed, by [2, Proposition

5.1] (cf. the discussion after Definition 5.11) we obtain that for every place s /∈ A,
(I2V )Gs = 0. Hence, by Theorem 5.15, H∗

c (G, I2V ) = 0.
From now on, let G be k-isotropic. In particular, A = ∅. Fixing i, we will show

that Hi(Γ, V ) = 0. By [26, Theorem 3.4(1)], G is defined over OS0 , where S0 is a
finite set of places of k, containing all archimedean ones. Let S be a finite set of
places of k containing S0 and satisfying |S| > i + 2. We use freely [26, Theorems
3.4 and 3.6]. Set GS =

∏
s∈S Gs, KS =

∏
s/∈S G(Os) and consider GS ×KS as an

open subgroup of G. Setting ΓS = Γ ∩ (GS ×KS), we have

G ∼= colim
S

GS ×KS , Γ ∼= colim
S

ΓS .

Since Γ ·(GS×KS) is open and of cofinite volume in G, it is cofinite. It follows that
for S large enough, Γ · (GS ×KS) = G. We assume below that this is the case. We
get that the inclusion (GS ×KS)/ΓS →֒ G/Γ is a (GS ×KS)-equivariant bijection
and we deduce the existence of an isomorphism of (GS ×KS)-representations,

IGS×KS

ΓS
◦ resΓΓS

V ∼= resGGS×KS
◦IGΓ V.

Below we consider unitary induction, but we deviate from our usual notation I2(V )
in order to indicate between which groups we induce. We obtain that for s ∈ S,

(IGS×KS

ΓS
◦ resΓΓS

V )Gs ∼= (resGGS×KS
◦IGΓ V )Gs = (IGΓ V )Gs = 0,

thus (
(IGS×KS

ΓS
◦ resΓΓS

V )KS
)Gs

= 0.

We view (IGS×KS

ΓS
◦resΓΓS

V )KS as aGS-representation. Note that r(GS) ≥ rank(GS) ≥
|S| > i+ 2. Theorem 5.6 implies that

Hi
c(GS , (I

GS×KS

ΓS
◦ resΓΓS

V )KS ) = 0.

We conclude from Lemma 3.4 that

Hi
c(GS ×KS, I

GS×KS

ΓS
◦ resΓΓS

V ) = 0.

As in the proof of Theorem 7.1, one concludes that ΓS is universally integrable in
GS×KS. Viewing ΓS as a lattice in GS , we get by Theorem 6.11 that rankpol ΓS ≥
|S| − 2 > i. We deduce from Theorem 6.23 that Hi(ΓS , V ) = 0. By Milnor’s exact
sequence for inverse systems [70, Theorem 3.5.8 on p. 83] we have

0→ lim1
SH

i−1
(
ΓS , V

)
→ Hi

(
Γ, V

)
→ lim

S
Hi

(
ΓS , V

)
→ 0
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and we conclude that Hi
(
Γ, V

)
= 0. �

Proof of Theorem G. This is a special case of Theorem 7.3. �

Proof of Theorem F. For a non-archimedean local field F we get either by Theo-
rem 5.1 or by the main result in [28] that

H∗(G(F ), V ) = H0(G(F ), V ) = V.

We conclude by an iterative application of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
[11, Theorem 9.1] and a limiting argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.15 that

H∗
(
G(Af (k)), V

)
= H0

(
G(Af (k)), V

)
= V.

Using the identification A(k) ∼= (k ⊗ R) × Af (k) and another application of the
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence [11, Theorem 9.1], we deduce that the map
H∗

c (G(k ⊗ R), V ) → H∗
c (G(A(k)), V ) is an isomorphism in all degrees. The map

H∗
c (G(A(k)), V ) → H∗(G(k), V ) is an isomorphism in all degrees by Theorem E.

We are left to show that the map H∗(G(k), V ) → H∗(Γ, V ) is an isomorphism in
degrees lower than rankG(k⊗R). Equivalently, it is enough to show that the map
H∗

c (G(k⊗R), V )→ H∗(Γ, V ) is an isomorphism in degrees lower than rankG(k⊗
R). For this, we use the proof of Theorem C – except for using Theorem 4.13
instead of Theorem 4.15. �

7.3. On the assumption of simple connectivity. In the following version of
Theorem F, which applies to the trivial representation, the group G is not assumed
to be simply connected.

Theorem 7.4. Let k be a number field and A(k) the ring of adeles of k. Let G be
a connected almost simple k-algebraic group and Γ < G(k) an associated arithmetic
subgroup. Consider the natural maps

H∗
c (G(k ⊗ R),C)→ H∗

c (G(A(k)),C)→ H∗(G(k),C)→ H∗(Γ,C).

Then the first two maps are isomorphisms in all degrees and the last map, namely
H∗(G(k),C)→ H∗(Γ,C), is an isomorphism in degrees lower than rankG(k⊗R).

The following is a version of Theorem 4.7 in which G is not assumed to be simply
connected.

Lemma 7.5. Let k be a number field and A(k) its ring of adeles. Let G be a
connected almost simple k-algebraic group. Then for every place s of k such that
G is ks-isotropic, the G(A(k)) unitary representation

L2
0(G(A(k))/G(k))

does not have almost invariant vectors with respect to G(ks).

Proof. We let φ : G̃ → G be the simply connected cover. As in the proof of
Theorem 4.9, we obtain that G(k) · φA(k)(G̃(A(k))) is a normal open subgroup of
finite index in G(A(k)). We get a finite group

D = G
(
A(k)

)
/
(
G(k) · φA(k)(G̃(A(k)))

)
,

a homomorphism G(A(k))→ D and a G(A(k))-equivariant factor map

G(A(k))/G(k)→ D.
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We thus get an inclusion of unitary G(A(k))-representations

L2
0(D) →֒ L2

0(G(A(k))/G(k)).

Since L2
0(D) is finite dimensional and it has no invariant vectors, it has no almost

invariant vectors as well. We are left to show that its complement, L2
0(D)⊥, has no

almost invariant vectors. For this, we consider L2
0(D)⊥ as G̃(A(k))-representation.

As such, we obtain from (7) that

L2
0(D)⊥ ∼= L2

0(D) ⊗ L2
0(G̃(A(k))/G̃(k))Ker(φA(k)).

Theorem 4.7 implies that L2
0(D)⊥ has no G̃(A(k))-almost invariant vectors. In par-

ticular, L2
0(D)⊥ has no almost invariant vectors as a unitaryG(A(k))-representation.

This finishes the proof. �

The following corollary follows immediately, as in the first part of the proof of
Theorem 4.13.

Corollary 7.6. Let k be a number field and let G be a connected almost simple
k-algebraic group. Let S be a set of places of k that includes all the archimedean
ones, and let Γ < G(k) be an S-arithmetic subgroup. Let G be the restricted product
of the groups G(ks), s ∈ S, and consider Γ as a lattice in G. Then for every t ∈ S
such that Gt = G(kt) is non-compact, the unitary representation L2

0(G/Γ) does not
have Gt-almost invariant vectors

Proof of Theorem 7.4. The map H∗
c (G(k⊗R),C)→ H∗

c (G(A(k)),C) is an isomor-
phism in all degrees by Corollary 5.5. The proof that the map H∗

c (G(A(k),C) →
H∗(G(k),C) is an isomorphism in all degrees goes verbatim as the Proof of The-
orem E, relying on Theorem 7.1, using Lemma 7.5 instead of Corollary 4.12; see
Remark 7.2. We are left to show that the map H∗(G(k),C) → H∗(Γ,C) is an
isomorphism in degrees lower than rankG(k ⊗ R). Equivalently, it is enough to
show that the map H∗

c (G(k ⊗ R),C) → H∗(Γ,C) is an isomorphism in degrees
lower than rankG(k ⊗ R). For this, we use the proof of Theorem C – except for
using Corollary 7.6 instead of Theorem 4.15. �

Remark 7.7. Let D̂ be the Pontryagin dual of the group D appearing in the proof
of Lemma 7.5 and regard its elements as one dimensional unitary representations
of G(A(k)) via the map G(A(k)) → D. An inspection of the proof of Lemma 7.5
shows that for a unitary representations U of G(A(k)), if for every place s for which

G is ks-isotropic and for every 1 6= φ ∈ D̂, the representation U ⊗ φ does not have
G(ks) almost invariant vectors, then the G(A(k)) unitary representation

L2
0(G(A(k))/G(k)) ⊗ L2

0(D)

does not have almost invariant vectors with respect to G(ks). Thus, under this
assumption on U , an analogue of Theorem 7.4 still holds when the trivial represen-
tation C is replaced by U , with essentially the same proof.

7.4. The Bekka-Cowling map. We recall the following theorem of Bekka and
Cowling.

Theorem 7.8 ([7, Theorem 1]). Let k be a number field and G be a connected,
simply connected almost simple k-algebraic group. Then the restriction of an ir-
reduciceble representation of G(A(k)) to G(k) is irreducible. The induced map

Ĝ(A(k))→ Ĝ(k) is injective.
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We refer to the injection Ĝ(A(k)) →֒ Ĝ(k) as the Bekka-Cowling map.

Theorem 7.9. Let k be a number field and G be a connected, simply connected
almost simple k-algebraic group. The restriction of the Bekka-Cowling map to the

cohomological dual of G(A(k)) gives an injective map Ĝ(A(k))cohom →֒ Ĝ(k)cohom
which is a homeomorphism onto its image.

Proof. Let G = G(A(k)) and Γ = G(k). The image of the Bekka-Cowling map is

in Γ̂cohom by Theorem E and it is injective by Theorem 7.8. Ĝcohom is discrete by

Theorem 5.4, so we are left to show that the image in Γ̂cohom is discrete.
As in the proof of Theorem 5.4, we fix a cohomological irreducible unitary

G-representation V . Let U be the direct sum of all other cohomological irre-
ducible unitary G-representations. We assume by contradiction that V is weakly
contained in U as Γ-representations. By the continuity of induction, [8, Propo-
sition F.3.4], I2V ∼= V ⊗̄L2(G/Γ) is weakly contained in I2U ∼= U⊗̄L2(G/Γ)
as unitary G-representations. Thus, V is contained in U⊗̄L2(G/Γ) as unitary

G-representations. V is not weakly contained in U , by the discreteness of Ĝcohom,
so we conclude that V is contained in U⊗̄L2

0(G/Γ) as G-representations. By Theo-
rem 5.4, V is trivial with respect to Gs = G(ks) for almost every place s. We thus
get a contradiction to Corollary 4.12. This finishes the proof. �

Consider the unitary dual Ĝ(ks) and its subspace Ĝ(ks)cohom consisting of co-
homological representations.

Corollary 7.10. Let k be a number field and let G be a connected, simply connected
almost simple group. Assume that for every place s of k, G(ks) has property T.
The restriction of the Bekka-Cowling map to the cohomological dual of G(A(k))

gives a bijective homeomorphism Ĝ(A(k))cohom
∼= Ĝ(k)cohom.

For every V ∈ Ĝ(k)cohom there exist a finite set S of places of k, and for each
s ∈ S a cohomological irreducible unitary representations Vs of G(ks) such that
V ∼= ⊗̄SVs and

H∗(G(k), V ) ∼= ⊗SH
∗
c (G(ks), Vs)

is finite dimensional.

Proof. This is immediate by Theorem 7.9, Theorem 7.3 and Theorem 5.4. �

Remark 7.11. The assumption in Theorem 7.3 and Corollary 7.10 that the local
groupsG(ks) have property T for every place s of k is clearly satisfied if rankk(G) ≥
2, a notable example being SLn(k) for n ≥ 3, however there are other examples of
such groups, as the following example shows. Fix a k-division algebra D of degree
p, an odd prime, and let G be SL1(D), thus rankk(G) = 0. Then for every field
extension k′ of k, either D splits over k′, in which case rankk′(G) = p − 1, or
rankk′(G) = 0.

Conjecture 7.12. The assumption in Theorem 7.3 and Corollary 7.10 that the
local groups G(ks) have property T could be removed.

Appendix A. The invariant r(G)

This appendix gives for semisimple groups the precise values of the invariants r
and r0 defined in Definition 3.15. We recall from the product formula, Theorem 5.3,
that for a semisimple group G with factor groups Gi, r(G) =

∑
i r(Gi) and r0(G) =
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mini r(Gi). For compact groups we have r(G) = 0 and r0(G) = ∞ by Lemma 3.3
and for almost simple groups over non-archimedean local fields, we have r(G) =
rank(G) by Theorem 5.1. We are thus left to establish the values associated with
non-compact almost simple Lie groups. In this case we clearly have r(G) = r0(G)
and, by the discussion proceeding Theorem 5.2, this value depends on G only up
to a local isomorphism.

The following table lists all non-compact simple Lie groups, up to local isomor-
phism, together with their real rank and their invariant r0(G) = r(G). Note that
we always have r0(G) = r(G) ≥ rank(G). The table is taken from [29, Theorem
7.2] and [46, Theorem 2] (for complex Lie groups) and [69, Theorem 8.1] (for real
Lie groups).
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Type of G rankR(G) r0(G) = r(G)

SL(n+ 1,C), n ≥ 1 n n
SO(2n+ 1,C), n ≥ 2 n 2n− 1
SO(2n,C), n ≥ 4 n 2n− 2
Sp(2n,C), n ≥ 3 n 2n− 1
E6(C) 6 16
E7(C) 7 27
E8(C) 8 57
F4(C) 4 15
G2(C) 2 5
SL(n+ 1,R), n ≥ 1 n n
SL(n,H), n ≥ 4 n− 1 2n− 2
SL(3,H) 2 3
SU(p, q), 1 ≤ p ≤ q p p
SO(p, q), 1 ≤ p ≤ q p p
SO(n,H), n ≥ 4 [n/2] n− 1
Sp(2n,R), n ≥ 3 n n
Sp(p, q), 1 ≤ p ≤ q p 2p
E6

6 6 13
E2

6 4 8
E−14

6 2 8
E−26

6 2 6
E7

7 7 15
E−5

7 4 12
E−25

7 3 11
E8

8 8 29
E−24

8 4 24
F 4
4 4 8

F−20
4 1 4

G2
2 2 3
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